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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This irrigation guide summarizes the results of a four year program to improve irrigation
energy and water use at the Jocko, Mission and Flathead irrigation districts in Lake, Missoula
and Sanders counties of west-central Montana. Data eollected during this program are
summarized and methods are recommended for using water and energy more efficiently. This
repofi is not meant to be a comprehensive design manual but should provide important and
useful data for irrigators as well as energy and water managers. The focus of this effort has

been sprinkler irrigation systems but many of the principals apply to other irrigation systems.
This program and report were completed by a team of two soil scientists, an irrigation system
designer, a registered professional engineer and several technicians.

2.0 IRRIGATION SCHEDULING

The goat of irrigation scheduling is to apply the right amount of water at the right time in
order to marimize crop production and minimize adverse environmental impacts. Where
water is available in unlimited supply, irrigation scheduling attempts to match irrigation
applications with actual crop water use (evapotranspiration). Where water supplies are
limited, irrigation applications are rnade at only the most critical crop stages.

When irrigation water is properiy applied, runoff and erosion are minimized. Proper
application ensures that soil water holding capacily is not exceded and potential pollutants are
not washed through the soil. These pollutants include fertilizers, pesticides and other
materials-

2.1 PROGRAM DE-SCRIPTION
An irigation scheduling program was developed during this project to help individual
irrigators understand their irrigation management better, to collect information about local
irrigation practices, to improve irrigation timing and to pass this information on to a larger
audience. The program had several important components.

Two automated weather stations were installed at Round Butte (1989) and St. Ignatius (1991)
by the U S Buteau of Reclamation staff from the Boise, Idaho AGRIMET center. Thesb
stations record and relay weather data to the Boise AGRIMET center via satellite.

Weather data was processed in Boise to calculate daily evapotranspiration and crop water use.
These predictions of crop water use were adjusted using fi.eld experience gained by I-and and
Water Consulting. A-djustments were made to account for annual and seasonal ciimate
variation, crop planting dates and soil moisture patterns.

Soil moisture conditions were monitored rn28-47 frelds each year represendng the range of
local ciimate, soils, crops and water availability. Rain gauges were placed at soil moisture
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sampiing locations in each field to measure irrigation applications and outside each irrigated
field to measure rainfall. Soil moisture was evaluated using a combination of neutron probe
measurements, gravimehic samples and the "feel method". Work was performed by soil
scientists with years of experience evaluating soii moisture conditions and irrigated igriculrure.

Information was summarized in a weekly report for each irrigator inciuding soil moisture
status, crop development stage, climate data and recommendations for irrigation. A weekly
summary of crop water use, soil moisture conditions and irrigation recommendations was
published in the local newspaper for general public use. This information included lawn
irrigation as well as agricultural crops.

A cgmputer ptogram called AGWATER was adapted for local use in educating irrigators and
students about irrigation system performance and irrigation scheduling. This program allows
the user to simulate changing nozzles, pressures, spacings, timing and other irrigation factors
then see a graphic presentation of the predicted effects on soil moisture. This allows "what if,
questioning before investing in major changes.

The resuits of this project include a better educated group of participating irrigators, a more
knowledgeable general irrigator public, a group of educationat tools andi compilation of data
on current irrigation practices.

2.2 EYAPOTRANSPIRATION AND CROP WATER USE
Evapotranspiration is the amount of water transpired by plants and the amount of water
evaporated from the soil surface. Plants transpire water to satisfy physiological requirements
such as photosynthesis and solute transport. ET is driven mainly by solar radiation received at
the plant and soil surface and by the surrounding vapor pressure gradient of the air. These ia
turn are determined by temperature, humidity, reflectance, wind, cloud cover and other
variabies. ET varies on a daily basis as well as an annual basis with mid-day and mid-summer
yielding the highesr potential ET.

Plants and soil also influence ET. Leaf area, rooting depth, growth stage, soil texture and
available soil water all have an effect. It is important to note that if no water is available for
ET then ET wiil not occur no matter how great the demand is. ET is most often estimated
using climatic data. r

2.21 AGRIME'T
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation operates a satellite-based network of automatic agricultural
weather stations called Agrimet. Two stations are located in this area including one at Round
Butte and one at Saint Ignatius. Each station monitors air temperature, relative humidity,
precipitation, wind and solar radiation. Data are relayed via sate[ite to the Bureau's Vax
eomputer in Boise, Idaho. The computer calculates ET for an alfalfa-reference crop using the
1982 Kimberly Penman equation. This represents the potential ET for a mature affaffa crop
where water is not limiting. Crop coefficients *" ur"d to a-djust the alfalfa ET to other crops.
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These coefficients take into account the different growth stages and water requirements of
these other crops.

2.22 Crop ET
Table 1 illustrates average monthly ET for local agricultural crops based on data from the local
Agrimet weather stations. Different start dates are indicated for some annual crops. These
data suggest that local alfalfa has an annual ET of 24 to 26 inches. Those areas where growth
starts earlier use slightly more water. Winter wheat uses 16-i7 inches and spring grains 15-17
inches- Potatoes use 15-18 inches.

TABLE 1,. SIIMMARY OF AGRIMET CROP WATER USE DATA - Average monthly,
ayerage annual and peak daily crop water use in inches.

CROP & PLANTING MAY

sT. lcNATtus l'91 -'921

JUN JUL AUG

ALFALFA
PASTUBE
WTR. GRAIN
SPR. GRAIN (early)
SPR. GRAIN (mid-)
SPR. GRAIN (late)
POTATOES (oady)
POTATOES (mid.)
POTATOES (I8teI

CROP & PLANTING

o.22
o.29
o.33
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.o0
o.oo

1.87
1.93
2.13
o.58
o.32
o.14
o.oo
0.oo
o.00

3.96
3.57
4.59
3.65
2.87
1.99
1.27
o.44
o.00

MAY

4.49
4.OO
5.28
5.26
5.19
4.99
3.62
2.46
1.41

5.s7
4.91
4.O8
5.80
6.1 I
6.42
5.96
5.60
4.73

5.20
4.59
o.oo
o.42
't.o2
1.84
5.25
5.42
5.55

3.32
2.98
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
1.86
2.35
2-76

o.38
o.34
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o_15

ROUND BUTTE ('89.'92'

JUN JUL AUG
PEAK'
DAILY

I

--

ALFALFA
PASTURE
WTR. GRAIN
SPR. GHAIN (early)
SPR. GRAIN (mid.)
SPR. GRAIN (late)
POTATOES (early)
POTATOES (mid.)
POTATOES (late)
FIELD CORN

o.23
o.35
0.30
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.00
o.oo
o.oo

2.26
aao

2.59
o.81
o.37
o.14
o.o0
0.o0
o.oo
0.oo

4.13
3.70
4.83
3.92
3.15
2.21
1.4'l
o.52
0.00
0.69

4.80
4.27
5.66
5.65
5.60
5.45
4.O1
3.O2
1.77
2.64

5;76
5.O9
3.90
5.99
6.34
6.66
6.22
5.99 r

5.24
5.74

4.74
4.22
o.oo
o.28
o.50
1.21
4.79
4.97
5.11
5.44

3.51
3.14
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
1.76
2.31
2.82
3.14

o.39
o.24
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.00
o.00
o.oo
0.o8
0.oo

ET does vary slightly across the area as reflected in crop water use flgures from the Round
Butte and St. Ignatius weather stations. Areas east of highway 93 are likeiy to have ETs
similar to St. Ignatius while the rest of the area is more similar to Round Butte. The Moiese,
Dixon and Hot Springs areas may have values siightly higher than Round Butte due to a longer
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growing season and slightly waflner temperatures. This difference is only 1-3 inches at the
most for alfalfa and less for other crops.

These Agrimet-derived ET predictions are similar to those published by the USDA Soil
Conservation Service for Climate Tnne 3 which covers rnost of this area. Part of the area,
especially near Hot Springs, is listed in Climate 7nne2 which has slightly higher consumptive
use (2-3 inches for alfalfa).

Peak daity ET was computed by increasing the averag s deily ET for the peak month by 13
percent. The 13 percent increase was determined by computing the average alfalfa-reference
ET for the highest 10 consecutive days in Iuly and computing the percent increase above the
July daily average. A 10 day period was chosen because it is a common length for an
irrigation cycle in Western Montana.

Most differences in irrigation practices across the study area were due to water availability and
not to differences in ET.

2.23 I-ff*.l Climete Yariations
Climate variations within the local area are significant enough to affect irrigation practices.
Annual and growing season rainfall generally increase from west to east across the irrigated
valley-bottom lands from Hot Springs on the west to the Mission Mountain foothills on the
east. Figure I iilustates average growing season rainfatl (April 1 - October 1) interpreted
frorn rainfall measurements in alfalfa fie1ds 1989-1992. Growing season rainfail is
approximately 5 inches at Hot Springs increasing to 6 inches in Dixon, Moiese, west Round
Butte and west Valley View. Growing season rainfall increases rapidly east of Highway 93 to
about 10 inches near the Mission Mountain foothills. These differences affect irrigation
practices most at the start of the growing season. Crop growth starts 1-3 weeks earlier in the
western and southwestern portions of the study area than in the eastern and northern portions.

Rainfatl patterns in individual storms usually follow these same general patterns with total
amounts increasing eastward. However, rainfall amount may vary Eemendously over short
distances. Storms were recorded which reversed the normal pattern and left more rain in the
western areas than the eastern.

2.3 CROP WATER USE BY LOCAL IRRIGATORS
Most local irrigators do not have sufficient irrigation water available to satisfy crop water
needs (ETO) and are therefore practicing deficit irrigation. Table 2 1ists aritage rainfall and
irrigation for crops evaluated during this four year study. These vaiues are added as the total
applied water which can then be compared with the potential crop water use @TO). potential
crop water use minus the amount of applied water equais the average deficit.
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FIGURE 1. AYERAGE GROWING SEASON RAINFALL (April 1 - Ocober 1, in inches)
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TABLE 2. AYERAGE RAII\TFALL AND IRRIGATION WATER, APPLICATIONS
COMPARED WTIH POTEIYTIAL CROP WATER. USE (ETO). RANGE OF
IRRTGATION APPUCATIONS AND AYERAGE IRRIGATION DEFICM ARE AISO
T,ISTED.

1 TOTAL H2O APPLIED = RATNFALL + |RRIGATION

2 ETO = PoTENTIAL CROP WATER USE (EVAPoTRANSP|RATION)

3 DEFICIT = TOTAL H2O APPLIED - ETO

Table 2 indicates that these crops are receiving an average of 4-10 inches less water than
needed to satisfy crop water needs. This under-watering stresses the crop which reduces
yields, quality and profits

Appendix B compares crop water needs with applied irrigation and rainfall for individual fields
throughout the four year study. In approximately 8% of the cases, more irrigation water was
applied than needed for crop ET. This only occurred with annual crops such as spring grains
or,seed potatoes. Most of this water was not lost but was stored lower in the soil proiile for
us6 by future crops. Most of these sites are in a crop rotation and the extratmoisture is used
by subsequent perennial crops which also extract moisture from deeper depths. The
monitoring program did not detect widespread over-irrigation sufficient to-move agricultural
chemicals or other pollutants into ground or surface waters.

Since defrcit irrigation is the common local practice, irrigation water use efficiency is very
high. This high vaiue reflects the fact that most of the applied water is used by plants and
little or none is lost to runoff or deep percolation below the root zone.

COMBIIYED FOUR YEAR A\MRAGES I989.LW2

CROP n RAINT.ALL MRIGATI
(IRRIGATIQN)

ALFALFA 50 7.5 to-2 8.9 -26.5 17.8 27.5 -9.7
BARLEY 2 5.8 3.6 3.3 - L5.4 9.4 16.1 4.7
CORN 3 4.0 6.6 8.5 - 12.1 10.6 15.1 4.5
GRASS FIAY L2 6.4 15.6 t5.3 -25.6 22.4 n.2 -5.2
OATS 5 4.5 4.6 5.9 - t5.2 9.1 16.3 -7.2
POTATOES 9 4-4 11.1 9.2 -28 15.5 20.0 -4.5
S?RING WHEAT t2 4.8 6.9 6.2 -22.3 tr.7 t5.7 -4.0
WINTER WHEAT 24 4.'1 7.1 6.5 - 18.8 11.8 16.5 4.8
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Figure 2 illustrates a sea*sonal soil moisture pattern for an atfalfa crop where the irrigator is

attempting to satisfy actual crop wat€r use @TO). In this case, the irrigator has managed to

keep the moisture content reasonably high throughout the season by applytng 16 inches of
irrigation water. His reward was a yield of approximately 6 tonVacre. Figures 3 and 4

illustrate more common local soil moisture pattern in alfalfa where croPs are severely stressed

for portions of the year. These irrigators applied 8 - 11 inches of irrigation water and

achieved yrelds of 3 - 4 tons/acre.

Figure 5 illustrates a seasonal soil moisture pattern for a well-irrigated small grain crop where

the irrigator is attempting to satisfy actual ctop water use (ET). Note that the available water

holding capaciry increases as rooting depth increases with annual croPs. In this case, soil

moisture was kept reasonable high throughout the season by applying 10 inches of irrigation
water. The result was a yield of approximately 100 bushelVacre.

Figure 6 illustrates a more common local soil moisture pattern in small grains where only one

irrigation is applied (near the boot stage). This irrigator applied 3 inches of irrigation water

for a yield of approximately 70 bushelVacre. This high yield for only 3 inches of irrigation
water was due to slightly higher rainfall and precise timing of the one irrigation.

Figure 7 illustrates the general relationship between maximum potential local aifatfa yield and

the total amount of water supplied to the crop. Many factors affect yield and this graph is only
presented as an illustration.

2.4 DEFICIT IRRIGATION AI\[D CRITICAL GROWTH PERIODS
Deficit irrigation requires a different sfr.tegy than irrigation which attempts to fulfiil all crop

waier use needs (ETO). In deficit irrigation, the goal is to apply the limited water supply for
the modmum effect.

Critical growth periods are the growth stages where water supply has the greatest impact on

final yield. The fust critical growth period is germination/emergence. Rainfall and soil
moisture are usually sufficient for local crops during this growth period since most crops are

planted in qpring or fall when natural soil moisture is highest. The next most critical pedod

for small grains is at headinglflowering and for alfalfa or other hay crops is after cutting.

Critical growth periods are identifi.ed in the discussions of each local crop. I

Local irrigators should concentrate their efforts on applying water at these critical growth
periods. These periods are identified in the discussions of individual loca1 crops.

2.5 ROOTING DEPIH
Rooting depth is important in determining the amount of water the soil wiii hoid and how to

rn*ugi irrigations. Smatl grain root zones are often considered as up to 3 feet and alfalfa root
zones as up to 5 feet. These root zone depths should be used in areas with unlimited water

supplies and sandy or graveiy soils. However, due to deficit irrigation practices, much of this
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FIGURE 2. SOIL MOISTURE PATTMIV IN A WELLIRRIGATED ALEALFA FIELD(Ronan area, clayey soi1, sideroll system, 1992, yield = 6 tla).
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FIGI]RE 3. SOIL MOTSTURE PATTERN IN A CONSER.YATTYELY.IRRIGATED
ALFALFA FIELD (Valley view area, ciayey soil, sideroll system, L992, Feld = 4 rla).
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F"IGIIRE 4. SOIL MOISTURE PATTER.T.{ IN A CONSERYATTTELY.IRzuGATED
ALFALFA FrELD (Polson area, roamy soil, sideroil system, 1992, yield = 3 la).
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FIGIJRE 5. SOIL MOISTT]RE PATTERN IN A WELLIRRIGATM WINTEI.
WEEAT EIELD Moiese area, clayey soil, side ro11 system, L992, yield = 100 bu/ac).
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FIGIJRE 6. SOIL MOISTTJRE PATTER}I IN A CONSM,YATTYELY.IRRIGATED
BARLEY FIELD (Ronan area, ciayey sil, side roil system,_ lgg2, yreld = g0 bu/ac).
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FIGI}RE 7. GE{ER.AL LOCAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEtrY MAXIMT]M
POTET.ITIAL ALFALFA YIELD AND TOTAL WATER (INCHES) SUPPLIED TO THE
CROP BY RAINFALL AND IRRIGATTON.
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local area has crop root zones which are shallower than in well.irrigated areas. Many local
irrigators apply approximately 3 inches of water per application. This amount of water will
moisten a dry sandy soil to 2.0-3.0 feet and a clayey soil to 1.5-2.0 feet. Figure 8 illustrates
that even on a medium textured soil Qoam), irrigation and rainfail only affected the upper two
feet of soil significantly. There was little change in soil moisture content throughout the year
below 3-4 feet. Figure 9 illustrates a similar relationship for a clay textured soil.

For the purpose of iocal irrigation management, we suggest using a small grain root zone of.2
feet and an alfalfa root zone of3 feet.

Rooting depth increases as crops mature. Annual crops such as grains begin from seed each
year and so rooting depth increases as the crop grows. It is possible to overwater in the eariy
season when the root zone is very shallow but in most G$es, the extra water will be used by
the crop later as the root system deveiops. Overwatering from sprinkler irrigation in this area
is usually a few inches at most on an annual basis. Where we have observed over-watering of
grain crops, the extra water has been used by subsequent hay and pasture crops which are
muchUeeper rooted, I

2.6 AYAILABLE WATER HOLDING CAPACITY
Available water holding capacity (AWHC) is the amount of water the soil will hold for plant
growth. Soil texture, organic matter content and depth are the most important factors of
AWIIC in this area. AWHC can vary wide$. A clayey or silty soil without rocks may hold 6
inches of water in a three foot root zone while a sandy soil with 50% rock content may only
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FIGIIRE 8. SOIL MOISTI]RE PROFILES TEROUGEOUI TEE D9? GROWING
SEASON FOR A WINIER WEEAT HELD WIIE LOA}T TEXTT]RED SOIL.
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FIGI]RE 9. SOIL MOISTT]RE EB.OFILES TM.OUGEOUT TEE 1992 GROWING
SEASON FOR A SPRING WEEAT IIIELD WIIE CLAY TEXTI]RD SOIL.
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hold 1.5 inches in three feet of soil. Information on AWHC can be generalizel from soil
maps available from the USDA Soil Conservation Service. Be sure to only use the root zone
depths discussed above. AWHC can also be estimated using the following procedure.

STEP L - Determine the soil texture of each layer throughout the 2-3 foot root zone using the
guides in Appendix C.

STEP 2 - Determine the AWHC of each layer based on its soil texture using the guides.
Make reductions based on the rock content.

STEP 3 - Determine the totai AWIIC of the entire root zone by multiplying the AWHC of
individual soil layers by their thicknesses

EXAMPLE: AWHC of a silt loam/sandy loam soil growing alfalfa in the Valley View area
with a 3 foot effective root zone.

DEFfiI
O-1 FT
1-2 Ft
2-3 Fr

SOIL TD(TURE AWHC
SILT LOAM zIN/FT
SANDY LOAM 1.5
SANDY LOAM 1.5

ROCK CONTENT
0%
30%
50%

AWHC
2.OO INCI{ES
1.OO INCI{ES
O.T5INCHES

TOTAL ROOT ZONE = 3.75 INCffiS

AWHC can be calculated for different crop stages as rooting depth increases throughout the
growing season. For further information see the Montana Pocket Irrigators Guide, the
AGWATER computer program or the USDA Soil Conservation Service Montana Irrigation
Manual.

Irrigation shouid not begin until there is sufficient depletion of AWHC to retain the applied
water in the root zone. This will prevent over watering and movement of water and
agriculturai chemicals below the root zone. The critical moisture level (also called the
management allowed deficit or MAD) is the point at which crop stress begins and yield is
reduced. This value is usually 4A-ffi% of the AWHC. Under ideal conditions, this is the
point at which irrigaflon water should be applied. r

For the example above, the MAD level wouldbe3.75t2 : 1.89 inches. If water is available
and the system is capable of applying this amount, irrigation should begin. Since most local
irrigators are practicing deficit irrigation, they rypically stress their crops by allowing soil
moisture to fall below the MAD level. Attempts are made to boost soil moisture above MAD
only at the most important crop growth stages.
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2.7 APPLTCATION I]}IIFORMITY
Irrigation application uniformity affects crop yield and quelity. The better the uniformity
across the field, the more area is getting properly irrigated. Christansens uniformity
coefficient is used as a measure of irrigation uniformity with a value of 1 being completely
uniform. Center pivot and lateral move irrigation syst€ms have very good application
uniformiry (>.9). I-ateral move sprinkler systems have moderate uniformity coefficients (.4-
.7) which may vary widely.

The most common local problem with uniformity distribution is improper or uneven sprinkler
pressure. Sprinklers are designed to operate within a set range of pressure. Excessive
pressure means reduced drop size and increased drift and evaporation losses. Inadequate
pressure prevents proper qpray breakup resulting in the "doughnutn pattern around sprinklers.

Uneven pressure along lateral lines is commonly due to elevation changes in sloping and
rolling fields. These pressure differences may result in as much as a 1 inch difference in water
application during a set from one sprinkler to another. This problem can be solved by
installing flow control nozzles or pressure regulators in fields with more than about 20 feet of
elevation difference.

Uniformify can be increased on lateral move systems including hand lines by maintaining
proper pressue to qprinklers (4G60 psi for standard nozzles) and by instatling self-levelers on
sprinkiers. Reducing sprinkler and lateral spacing increases equipment costs and number of
sets but may pay off, especially for high value crops. A 60 foot spacing is commonly used in
this area but 60 feet is at the upper end of the perforrnance limits of these sprinklers and any
problem with pressure or flow severely impacts uniformity. You can also avoid placing the
lateral in the same spot on each irrigation cycle by using alternate risers swing lines, flexible
end tubes or offsets-

Uniformity can be increased on center pivot systems by instatling drop tubes to decrease wind
effects and by proper maintenance to ensure pressure and nozzle performance.

2. 8 GEIYER.AL IRRIGATION RECOMMET.IDATIONS
One of the most striking features of local agriculture is the extreme variation in climate, soils,
water availability and other important factors. What increases yield in one location reduces it
and causes pollution in another. One soil may store enough moisture to last a month while
another in the next field stores only a weeks supply. Due to these variations, not all
recommendations work for all irrigators and should be considered as "food for thought"
instead of as "the bible".

The comments and r@ommendations in this report emphasize ideal practices which may serve
as targets. Not all suggestions work for all irrigators but some should prove useful or
stimulate thought which results in other worthwhile practices. For best results, experiment,
pay attention and record the results.
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Formulate an over-all irrigation strategy and re-evaluate it each year. Consider the amount of
water you think you will have available and how best to use it. Concentrate your water and
irrigation efforts on your most valuable crops. It is usually more profitable to irrigate a
smaller acreage well than to irrigate a larger acreage poorly. Decide early in drought years
which fields will receive little or no irrigation if supply problems develop. Consider your
water supply and available manpower.

Try to be aware of critical crop periods and make a special effiort to have equipment working
properly. It is important to repair breakdowns quickly at these times.

Watch closely during seed emergence and irrigaie if soil moisture is inadequate. This is
usuaily only necessary in extremely dry years, in the driest portions of the area or when spring
crops are planted very late.

Hard surface cntsts may form on some local soils especially those with high silt and clay
content and high lime content. The crust usually forms after light rainstorms which rnoisten a
thin iayer of surface soil and then evaporate. These cnrsts may inhibit germination and
emergence of grain crops if they form soon after seeding. Irrigation can be used to soften the
soil surface and increase seeding success. Watch during emergence if your soii may be
affected and weather conditions are appropriate.

Don't start irrigating on the same day each year. Use common sense to judge how much
wetter or drier it's been and then get out and look at your soil moisture to confirm it. Don't
start irrigating if the soil is obviously moist. On the other hand, watch for signs of stress early
when winter moisture recharge has been low. We have observed a i-3 week variation in when
irrigation should begin from one year to another.

2.9 IRRIGATION OF COMMON LOCAI CROPS
These guides were developed for local conditions and should not be applied to other areas.
They were compiled from data collected during this project, from interviews with irrigators
and from fieid observations.

Small grains have specific properties important to irrigation. Since wheat, barley and oats are
grasses, they can withstand greater moisture stress than many other plants including crops like
potatoes and alfalfa. After an adequate plant density is achieved, moisture stress can be severe
in the early growth stages.

LAND & WATERwr
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ALFALFA IRRIGATION TIPS - FJBC AREA

Atfalfa yield is directly related to the amount of water the crop receives. When soil moisture
is exhausted, alfalfa plants simply stop growing. Other Montana studies report a 116 to ll5
ton/acre/year yield increase for each inch of water.

CROP WATER USE
This table illustrates average crop water use @TO) throughout the growing season. Values
will vary with a variery of crop and climate factors. Values are in inches of water. Use with
forms in Appendix I.

MONTH WE.EKLY
(cool, & MoIsT)

WEEKLY
(HOT & DRY-)

MONTELY
AYERAGE

MARCE .05 .10 .25

APRIL .25 .75 2.00
MAY .50 1.25 4.m
JT]NE .50 1.50 4.75
JULY .75 t.75 5.75
AUGUST .50 1.50 5.00

SEPTEMBER .50 t.25 3.50

OCTOBER .10 .20 .40

CRITICAL MOISTURE PR.IODS :

I 1 GERMINATION/EMERGENCE - The atfalfa seedbed must be kept moist during
germination and emergence to ensure a dense, uniform stand. Apply 1-3 light irrigations to

I keep surface seedbed moist and prevent crusting. Some dedicated alfalfa growers irrigate on 4
or 8 hour sets during the establishment period. Others reseed alfalfa during the spring when
rainfail is most likely. When seedlings are established, irrigate deeply to bring the entire
potential root zone to field capacity which will stimulate a deep, well-developed root system.

2 TCUTIING - Plants are most stressed during and after cutting and this is.a common time for

al1ow sufficient time for the surface soil to dry out and not rut from equipment. Irrigation
should be timed just after cutting to minimize stress. If not irrigated before cutting, water

: should be applied as soon as possible afterwards.

IRRJGATION STRATEGY WHET.{ WATER IS I]NLIMITED

2 illustrates an example of this type of irrigation practice. Monitor soil moisture to determine
application timing. Otherwise, use the atfalfa water use table above and a "checkbook
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method (Appendix !. Determine how much water your system applies in one application
(Appendix A). Keep track of weekly water use and irrigate when you have used up the
amount your system will apply.

As an example of the checlbook method, assume your side roll system applies 3 inches of
water n a 12 hour set. In May, trro cool are followed by two wet weeks and total ETO is as

follows: (.5+.5+L.25+ 1.25:3.5). This means you have used up more than the 3 inches
your system applies. Remember to subuact for rainfall.

Cutting creates severe moisture stress so irrigate before cutting when possible. Irrigate as

close to cutting a.s practical leaving sufficient time for the surface soil to dry and tolerate
equipment traffic. Irrigate immediately after cutting if not before. Local experience suggests
that i:rigation before the first cutting can increase first cutting yield by .5-.75 tons per acre.
This is even true east of Highway 93 in most recent dry years. One hazard of irrigating before
cutting is the potential for wet weather which combined with the irrigation causes poor hay
drying and quality. Cuning reduces ET by 30Vo anly and late in the season andby 60%
during the hottest weather.

When producing alfalfa seed crops, avoid excess moisture after seed has started to form (dry
conditions help trigger seed production)

IRRTGATION STRATEGY WHEN WATER IS LIMITED
If water is iimited, concentrte irrigation at cutting periods. The preferred method is to
irrigate once before first cutting (twice if a dry year). If east of highway 93, it may not be
necessary to irrigate before first cutting in rnoist years. Irrigate as soon as possible after each
cut. If extra water is available, irrigate 5-10 days before cutting also. Otherwise, watch for
signs of serious moisture stress including a dark bluish-green leaf color and limp, wilted
leaves.
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WINTER WIIEAT IRRIGATION TIPS

cRoP WATER USE (TNCHES OF WATER)
This table illustrates average crop water use @TO) throughout the growing season. Values
will vary with a variety of crop and climate factors and are only presented as a general guide.
Use with forms in Appendix I.

MONTH \ryEEKLY
(COOL & MOIST)

WEEKLY
(BOT & DRY)

MOI{THI,Y
AYMAGE

MARCE .05 .10 .30
APRIL .35 .'15 z-40
MAY .75 1..50 4.75
JT]NE .75 1.50 5.50
Jt]LY .'15 t.?5 4.00
AUGUST 0

CRITICAL MOISTT]RE PERIODS :

1 GERMINATION/EMERGENCE - Winter wheat receives sufficient rainfall and snow meit
to germinate and emerge in our area. This may occur over winter and spring resuiting in
uneven emergence. Irrigators with access to late season water irrigate before or in some cases
after planting winter wheat to encourage germination and store soil moisture for spring
growth.

2 BOOT TO HEADING - This is the period when yield is most affected by soil moisture.
Plan ahead to time irrigation so that most of the field had adequate water during this period. If
it takes 11 days to irrigate a field, start before the critical period begins. In some cases, large
available water holding capacity and rapid crop water use will allow two irrigations in a row
during this period. Be careful not to over-irrigate.

3 JOINTING - Some investigators have found that moisture stress during jointing increases
tillering and that some of the new tillers do not produce seed or produce at a low level.

IRRIGATION STRATEGY WHEIY WATER IS INILIMITEI)
If water is not limited, applications should be made to satisfy crop water needs. Monitor soil
moisture if possible to determine application timing. Use the evaporation pan method as an
alternative. Otherwise use the winter wheat water use table above and a "checkbook" method.
Determine how much water your system applies in one application (Appendix A). Keep track
of weekly water use and irrigate when you have used up the amount your system will apply
(Appendix I).
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For example, your side roll system may apply 3 inches of water n a 12 hour set. In May you
have two cool, wet weeks and two hot, dry weeks (.5+.5+ L.25+1.25:3.5). This means
you have used up more than the 3 inches your system applies. Remember to subtract for
rainfatl.

Quit irrigating when kernels are in the soft dough stage and there are 2-3 inches of available
soil moisture left in the root zone.

Quit irrigating if late-season weeds are present which may impede harvest by over-topping the
crop. These include pigeon gr:rss, witchgrass and kochia. The grasses are usually only a
problem east of Highway 93 in the Mission Valley.

Quit irrigating if root diseases are present which may increase lodging and reduce yield and
test weights.

IRRIGATION STRATEGY WHE}.I WATER IS LIMITED
When water supply or manpower is severely limited, apply one irrigation at about the boot
stage. A second irrigation soon after is the second priority. Irrigation at earlier growth stages
is the last priority and is usually not necessary except in the drier portions of the study area.
Too much irrigation at early stages can qruse excessive height growth and increase lodging.
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SPRING GRAIN IRRIGATION TIPS

cRoP waTER USE (TNCHES OF WATER)
This table illustrates average crop water use @TO) throughout the growing season for a spring
grain crop planted on April 15. Values will vary with planting date and a variety of crop and
climate factors. These values are only presented as a general guide. Use with forms in
Appendix I.

MONTH WEEKLY
(cool- & Morsn

WEEKLY
(HOT & DRY')

MONTHLY
A\TERAGE

APRIL .15 .25 .&
MAY .25 1.00 3.25

JT]NE .75 t.75 5.25
Jt]LY .75 t.75 6.00
AUGUST .10 .50 1.00

CRIIICAL MOISTT]RE PER.IODS :

1 GERMINATION/EMERGENCE - Spring grains usually have sufficient rainfall and soil
moisture to germinate and emerge in this area. Howerrer, in dry years, soil moisture content
and crop emergence should be monitored. The later the planting date, the less likely there wili
be adequate moisture. Growers in the drier parts of the county should pay close attention to
soil moisture ard emergence. Uneven emergence creates problems for chemical applications
and harvesting since crop stage may vary across the field.

2 BOOT TO HEADING - This is the period when yield is most affected by soil moisture.
Plan ahead to time irrigation so that most of the field had adequate water Ouring this period. If
it takes 11 days to irrigate a field, start before the critical period begins. In some cases, large
available water holding capacity and rapid crop water use will allow nvo irrigations in a row
during this period. Be careful not to over-irrigate.

3 JOINTING - Some investigators have found that moisture stress during jointing increases
tillering and that some of the new tillers do not produce seed or produce at a low level.

IRRIGATION STRATEGY WHET'.I WATER IS I]NLINflTED
. If water is not limited, applications should be made to satisfy crop water needs. Monitor soil

moisture if possible to determine application timing. Use the evaporation pan method as an
alternative. Otherwise use the spring grain water use table above and a "checkbook" method.
Determine how much water your system applies in one application (Appendix A). Keep track
of weekly water use and irrigate when you have used up the amount your system will apply
(Appendix I).
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For example, your side ro11 system may apply 3 inches of water n a 12 hour set. In May you
have two coo[, wet weeks and two hot, dry weeks (.5+.5+ 1.25+L.25:3.5). This means
you have used up more than the 3 inches your system applies. Remember to subtract for
rainfall.

- Quit irrigating when kernels are in the soft dough stage and there are 2-3 inches of available
soil moisture left in the root mne.

- Quit irrigating if late-season weeds are present which may impede harvest by over-topping the

r crop. These include pigeon grass, witchgrass and kochia. The grasses ars u5ually only a
problem east of Highway 93 in the Mission Valley.

, Quit irrigating if root diseases are present which may increase lodging and reduce yieid and
test weights.

IRRIGATION STRATEGY WHEI{ WATER IS LIMITED
When water supply or manpower is severely limited, apply one i:rigation at about the boot

' stage. A second irrigation soon after is the second priority. Irrigation at earlier growth stages
is the last priority and is usuaily not necessary except in the drier portions of the study area.
Too much irrigation at early stages c:In cause excessive height growth and increase lodging.
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3.0 ENERGY EFflCIENCY

This section describes efforts to conser/e electrical energy in local irrigated agriculture.
Program history and goals are explained and the results of energy efficiency improvements are
summarized, The most common methods for incrmsing energy efficiency are discussed so that
other irrigators can focus theii efforts in the most productive manner.

3.1 PROGRAM FTTSTORY AND GOAI,S
The energy surplus of the 80's has been used up and new sources of supply are again in the
spotlight. Additional concern for fish habitat and water quality, will affect future plans and
solutions. The Northwest Power Planning Council (NWPPC) has asked the Bonneville Power
Administration @PA) to identify conservation meiuiures which can offset increasing demands
for elecrical power.

The WATERWI$E program is one of a family of conservation programs which also includes
the Super Good Cents Home program. In WATERWI$E, BPA provides a cost-share incentive
through local utilities which encoufilges sprinkler irrigators to become more efficient users of
electricity. The incentive helps irrigators with the cost of retrofitting existing irrigation
systems and is paid by participating utilities at a 5A% rate after work is completed. Total cost-
share is determined by the amount of energy actually saved. Only those systems with
significant savings qualify for the incentive.

3.2 PROGRAM DF^SCRIPTION
The program is a two-stage process. Stage I identifies potential energy savings and Stage tr
documents savings after retrofitting. All evaluations are performed by a certified irrigation
system designer and soil scientist with experience in crop production. Appendix J includes an
example irrigation system Stage I Analysis.

3.21 Stage I Analyses
A Stage I analysis is the initial irrigation system evaluation. It tells the irrigator how the
system is operating now and where the inefficiencies are. This analysis evaluates pumping
plant efficiency, pipe sizes and friction losses, system leaks, field topolraphy and elevations,
valves and frttings, watering patterns, nozzles, electrical considerations and crop water usage.
System measurement include electrical horsepower (volts, amps and power factor) and flow
fiItes. The irrigator is hand{elivered the results with a brief cover letter containing cost-share
information and proposed retrofit conditi.ons. Further questions and dialogue continue
throughout the reftofitting process. Recommendations seek to find the greatest amount of
energy savings while maintaining or increasing crop production levels.
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3.22 Staee II Analyses
Stage II's are performed after retrofit measures are implemented to document actual energy
savings and to verify equipment inst2llations.

3.3 EOW ET.IERGY IS SAVEI)
The most common ways this program saves energy are by 1) reducing pressure, 2) reducing
flow rates, and 3) by increasing pumping plant efficiency.

3.31 Reducing System kessure
Many irrigation systems produce more pressure than necessary. Reductions in pressure can
often reduce energy use without adversely affecting crop quetity and yield.

Frequently, there is an excessive amount of pressure in the system due to an oversized pump.
This can be corrected by trimming the impeller or replacing the pump. Properiy sized valvis,
fittings and piping are essential for minimizing pressure. Undersized fittings and piping create
excessive friction loss. Larger fittings and prpe have a higher capital cost but the pay-back
period from energy savings is often quite short. Identifying undersized portions of the system
is critical for achieving the lowest operating pressures. Field elevations have an important
bearing on design pressures, especially in fieids added later to an existing system. pressure
can also be lowered using new technologies for linear-move and center-pivot systems while
still maintaining adequate application rates. These are referred to as low-pressure systems.

3.32 Reducing System Flow Rates
Reducing flow rates (amount of water being pumped) also reduces energy use. Flow
reductions are recommended whenever application rates exceed soil infiltration capaciry and
run-off is occurring. This is most common with fine textured soils (clays and silts). I-and &
Water also recommends reducing flow when more water is being applied at one time than the
soil can hoid in the root zone. This results in water loss below the root zone and is most
common in coarse soils (sands and gravels). The solution to this problem is changing the
design to accommodate shallower irrigations that occur more frequently. This is achieved by
either adding capacity (more laterals) or shortening set lengths. In any case, the pump *urib"
capable of matching the new design 6r it must be replaced. Over-watering of this kind also
results in leaching fertilizers and pesticides below the root zone.

3.33 Increqsing Pumping Plant Efficiency
Pumping piant efficiency @PE) is a measure of how well electrical energy is converted to
water pressure and flow. The pumping plant refers to the motor, pump and eiectrical
equipment. Modern irrigation pumping plants can achieve efficiencies of 70-76%. Systems
tested by I-and & Water in the past 4 years have ranged from26-74% with an average of 58%.
These efficiencies suggest that there are signifrcant opportunities for energy conserrration in
local irrigated agriculture.
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T1te2 main reasons for poor pumping plant efficiency are a worn pump or the wrong pump for
the job.

Worn Rrmps
Pump wear usually me{ms deterioration of the impeller and wear rings. Poor screening

systems that allow the impeller(s) to become clogged also reduce efficiency.

Wrong Pump for the Job
Many sprinkler systems were installed when energy costs weren't much of a consideration,

often resulting in too large or too sma1la pump. Rules of thumb such as "10Hp per line" were

often applied inappropriately. It's no accident that pump manufacturers make dozens of
different pumps with various hydraulic characteristics to serve a broad range of operating

conditions. Choosing a new pump requires careful consideration of the range of operating

conditions the irrigator requires. fand & Water has helped irrigators identify pumps with
much higher efficiencies to meet their specific needs.

3.34 Other Sources of Energy Savings
Energy savings may also result from a variety of other factors including:

. improved inlet piping (proper sizing, fewer angles)

. improved discharge piping @roper sizing, fewer angles)

. improved screening of debris which may block piping and impellers

. larger mainline

. pump weather protection (especially shade)

3.4 RESIILTS OF EI.IERGY EITICIEI.ICY EYALUATIONS
Table 3 summarizes test results for the 177 systems examined under this program. Energy

savings are presented in kilowatt hours (KwI{). Potential energy savings are identified in
Stage I analyses and actual energy saved by retrofits is documented in Stage tr anaiyses.

TABLE 3 SUMMARY OF ENERGY EFFICIEI{CY TESTS

#oF #oF POTENTIAL
YFAR STAGE I'S STAGE II'S \ KWH SAVED

ACTUAL
KwH SAVED

23

40

25

44
ZJ

23

60

42

32

89

90

91

cl,.) t-

93

217742

269331

267 670

1 93829

78131

1 066i 8

177969
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Table 3 illustrates a potential energy savings of almost 1 million KwH. Of this potential,
362,718 KwH have already been saved through retrofits. Irrigators who implemented retrofits
in saved an average of L2,507 Kilowatt hours per year and 7 kilowatts of demand. At todays,
power rates ($.036/hl/h and 10.84/hp) this represents an annual savings of $552.00 per
irrigator. In many cases, the actual energy savings exceeded ttre potential savings idlntified by
the Stage I examination. One irrigator cut his electric bill in nAfUy following retrofit
recommendations.

Identifying potential energy savings is just a first step. Savings are achieved only if the
irrigators are persuaded to implement the r@ommendations. It wasn't until the ird year of the
progmm that irrigators started to make the recommended changes. This pattern is typical of
other areas in the northwest participating in the BPA program. It often takes i:rigato.r u y*
or two to plan, budget and finally install the needed retrofit measures.

I^and & Water approached each analysis as the first step in a long-term relationship that
includes the irrigator, analyst and utility. Information and dialogue benreen the irrigators and
LW continued throughout the off-season. Local irrigation equipment dealers are now familiar
with the program and often contract LW for specific information on retrofit needs for individual
irrigators. In an effort to achieve maximum energy savings, LW hand{elivered test results,
provided foilow-up contacts and offered a toll-free 800 phone number.

The response to this program has been overwhelmingly positive. Irrigators save energy, water
and time while maintaining or increasing crop production and profits. Utiiities benefit from
energy savings and help their customers stay in business so they can continue to purchase
power. A1l concerned appreciate energy savings, water quality protection, fisheries
improvement and other benefits. Participants enjoy a "good neighbor" attitude from doing
something to address the difficult problems facing water and energy users.

3.5 IMPROYING IRRIGATION SYSTENI PERFORMANCE
This section discusses some of the most common subjects of concern among local irrigators
who have participated in this program. These discussions are general and are not meant as a
substitute for professional irrigation system design. Western Montana conditions are
highlightedrbut much of this information is appricabre ersewhere. r -

Irrigation Pumps
Two types of agricultural irrigation pumps are commonly found in Western Montana -
centrifugal and turbine. Centrifugal is the most common mainly because surface irrigation
water is widely available. The difference between them is the direction at which the water is
discharged relative to the motor shaft. Centrifugal pumps discharge at a right angle to the
shaft and turbine discharge is paraltel. Each type requires a different impeiier geometry to
accomplish this. The advantage of the turbine is that the shaft can be eitended very long
distances allowing the pump to be located far away from the motor. This is desirable when
pumping from a deep well and eliminates the need for priming. For most applications under
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75 horsepower the centrifugal pumps are slightly more efficient. A thfud type of pumping

plant not very c,ommon in Western Montana is a submersible pump and motor. Both the pump

and motor are set below the water level in the well. Only the electrical panei and discharge

piping are visible at the surface

The two main types of centrifugal pumps are split-case and end-suction. Split-cases tend to be

less efficient because the motor shaft has to pass completely through the eye of the impeller.
They are easier to open up and inspect though both types can be pulled apart with minimal
disturbance of the discharge piping. The qplit-case requires 2 packing boxes and bearings and

can't be mounted vertically.

When a pump is manufactured, its performance is tested at the factory under different head

and flow conditions. The results are plotted on a graph with head on the vertical a:ris and flow
on the horizontal axis. This is repeated using several different diameter impellers yielding a

wide range of pump capabilities. Together these plots constitute what is called the pump

characteristics cuwe. Most manufacfurers will superimpose the pump efficiency and

horselrcwer characteristics on the curve as weil. These are strictly pump efficiency and brake

horsepower and do not include motor inefficiencies. A single pump can operate under several

different horsepower requirements. It is entirely possible that the same pump can be used with
a 30 and a 75 horsepower motor depending on the rnodel and application. Therefore, it is
highly unlikely that a pump and impeller trim that is right for one system would be right for
another. A professional irrigation designer should be consulted'before purchasing a new or
used pump to see if the pump is right for the application

Pumps can be connected together either in series or parallel using a manifold. Pumps are

usually placed in series when high pressures are required. Parallel pumps are desirable when
widely different flow and head conditions are expected to occur for much of the operating
sea.son.

Two or more pumps are in parallel when they are each discharging into the same mainline and

one is not pumping directly into the suction of the other. If widely different flow conditions
are expected from 1/3 to l/2 of the time then a parallel set-up may be more desirable and

efficient than a single pump. Depending on the flow and head conditions required for a
particular system, a single pump may be just as efficient. When pumps are in parallel, the
flow rate of each pump is additive and the pressure is not. If two pumps connected in parallel
are operating at 500 gpm and 150 feet of head each, then the system would be operating at

1000 gpm at 150 feet of head.

Pumps are placed in series when high pressures or high lifts are required. A series connection
requires that the discharge of one pump be routed through the suction of another pump. The
pressure of each pump then is additive and the flow rate is not. Two pumps connected in
series that are capable of 500 gpm each at 150 feet of head will produce a total system head

and flow of500 gpm at 300 feet ofhead.
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Mainline
The mainline is the network of piping that delivers water to the distribution lines or laterals.
Buried mainline is either steel, transite or pvc. Above ground mainlines are made of
aluminum. Mainfine pipe should be sized large enough to avoid water velocities greater than 5
feet/second (fus). Velocities greater than 5 fps will produce excessive friction loss which can
lead to under-irrigation or wasted electrical power. The capital outlay required for properly
sized mainline is always preferable to a slightLy larger pump required !o overcome excessive
friction loss. The larger pump alternative requires paylng for the poor design every time the
system is turned on. If velocities in existing systems are approaching 7 fos or higher, it makes
economic sense to install a section of parallel mainline alongside the undJrsized pipe. ftris is
usually a lower cost solution than replacing the existing mainline and risers. Irrigators should
seek design assistance when considering the installation of paratlel mainline.

The buried mainline material of choice is pvc. There are basically two different types - plastic
irrigation prpe (pip) and iron pipe size (ips). Plastic irrigation prpe is more widety useA at ttre
lower pressures. Ips is the more common of the two and is better suited to the ligtrer pressure
applications. Both types come in an array of lengths, diameters and pressure ratings. 

-

Working pressures should not exceed 70 percent of a pipes pressure rating. The 30 percent
buffer is necessary to protect against water surges and hammer. Therefore, if ma:cimum
operating pressures expected will be 70 psi then 100 psi prpe would be sufficient. The inside
walls of pvc :rre the smsothest of all the materials. This minimizes the friction loss for a given
inside diameter.

The light weight of pvc makes for easier instaltation. Repairing and replacing pvc is easiest
and the life expectancy exceeds all other materials. Steel is susceptible to rusting and
electrolysis. Transite is quite heavy and repairs are difficult.

There are several installation considerations that shouid be observed with pvc. Temperature
changes can produce contraction and expansion and may affect the pressuie rating. if
irrigation water above 72 degres Fahrenheit is expected to be usedthen the pressure rating of
the pipe may need to be increased. Consult a design professional for this type of assistanci. It
is advisable that the pipe be purehased and installed at an air temperature tfrit is rypical of
when the system willbe operating.

Thrust blocks are poured cement anchors that are required to prevent the mainline from
coming apart due to the thrust created from a change in water direction. The size and type of
thrust block depends on prpe size, pressure and soil type. Thrust blocks should Aways te
against a solid trench wall and not compacted bacldil. The cement should not come in contact
with the coupling area since it can destroy gaskets.

Trench bottoms should be continuous and free of sharp rocks. A minimurn depth of 30 inches
is required for prpe larger than 4 inches in diameter. Low pressure pipe shouldn't be buried
deeper than 4 feet. Ail prpe should be filled with water prior to baclcfitting the trench. Keep
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the prpe fulI when backfilling. The first i2 to 18 inches of backfill can be thoroughly wetted

before tamping. Tarnp after each 6 inch layer of backfill.

Laterals
I:terais are the portion of the irrigation systrem that distributes the water. They take the form
of wheel lines (wI), hand lines (hl), center pivots, big guns and others. Center pivots and big
guns will be discussed under separate headings.

The most common length of wl's or hl's is 1/4 mile. The most common sprinkler spacing is
40 feet making about 33 qprinklers on a 1/4 mile line. Virnrally allwl's and hi's are

aluminum and the common section lengths arcZ0,30 and 40 feet. Wheel diameters vary from
4 to 7 feet and strould be matched to crop height and distance between mainline risers. Pipe

diameters vary, but 3, 4 and 5 inch are most common. Hand line ptpe diameter is usually the

3 or 4 inch variery. Most 1/4 mile lines carry between 160 and 260 gpm depending on nozzfe

sizes and pressures. The pressure difference across the lateral should be no more than * or -
l0% of the design aozzle pressure. The sprinkler ll3 of the distance downstream on the

lateral is the average pressure on level ground. The designer should aim for the nozzle design

pressure to occur at this nozzle when it is at its highest point in the field (or some combination
of highest point and furthest distance from the pump depending on field and system

conditions).

Common probiems with laterals are leaky joints and drain plugs. L€alG of up to 50 gpm have

been measured on wi's and hl's. The most common solution is a new gaskgt, drain plug or
ring clamp. I€aks can rob the lateral of pressure which causes under-irrigation. They also

cause the pump to operate to the right of the pump curve in a iess efficient area. Soil erosion
and crop damage can also result from the 1ea1$. Fix lealc as soon as possible.

Nozzles and Sprinklers
Basicaily there are 3 rypes of sprinkiers in wide use in Western Montana. They are the high
pressure big guns (50-120 psi), intermediate pressure impacts (35-60 psi), and low-pressure
sprays or rotators (10-30 psi). Big gun sprinklers and rotator types will be discussed under the
big gun and center pivot sections respectively.

Impact sprinklers are used exclusively on hl's and wl's and appear on many center pivot
applications. A few impact sprinkler systems use a double nozzle system on the sprinkler head

but most use a single nozzle per sprinkler. Many irrigators have chosen to mount their
sprinklers on self-leveling devices designed to level the sprinkler should the wheel line move
or stop on a slope. These devices work well and are recommended especially on sloping
fields.

There are basically two nozzle types avaiiable for use in impact sprinHers. Standard bore
nozzles are a brass rrozzTe that is most typicaily found in Western Montana. They range in size

from 1/8 to 7132 inches and come in increments of 1/64 inch. The most commonly found
sizes are ltl&,3/16 and L3l&. The 3/16 size and smaller require a minimum of 40 psi to
operate properiy. The l3l& and7l32 require 45 and 50 psi respectively. Too little pressure
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results in reduced wetted diameter and an uneven application of water. Too much pressrue
breals up the spray into very fine droplets and mist that is easily carried off site by wind or
evaporated. The flow rate exiting a standard orifice depends upon the amount of pressure at
the nozzle. The flow varies by the square root of the pressure so it takes 4 times the pressure
to double the flow rate (square root of 4 is 2). Appendix A contains a chart of flow rates for
various rrorr.le sizes as the pressure changes.

The second type of rrszzls available is a flow<ontrol flortte (fcn). The difference between it
and a standard rrstz-ls is a neoprene center that expands and contracts as pressure increases and
decreases respectively. Essentially the orifice size varies as the pressure varies. They are
available from 2.5 to 10 gpm sizes but not necessarily in 0.5 gpm increments. After the 5.0
gpm size they go up in 1.0 gpm increments. The 7.0 gpm size actually has an output closer to
7.5 gpm which can exceed the soil infittration rate on clayey soils. This is a bit unfornrnate
because in the 40 by 60 foot spacings so common in Wesiern Montana a flow rate of 6.5 to
7-0 gpm is often desired. A tnre 7.0 gpm or 6.5 gpm nozzJe is needed. A large advantage of
flow control nozzres is they even out the flow rate on sloping land where shqrp elevation
differences cituse wide pressure variations. The manufacturers recommend between 35 and 75
psi operating pressures. Flow control nozdes require some qpecial attention to prevent
clogging since sharp objects that could pierce the neoprene cannot be used to clear them. Keep
the end nozrle on the iine a standard bore 13/64 inch nozzle. [n5tall cone-shaped filters in the
lateral pipe where it fits into the riser opener. These can be easily cleaned each time the prpe
is moved. Every system should have a good sump cleaning system and screening on the
suction piping. Reducing veiocities in the suction piping to under 3 fps wilt help keep debris
from entering the system.

Flow rates can be regulated with standard lszzlss if pressure regulators are used. pressure
regulators cannot increase pressure but they can reduce a higher input pressure to a lower
output pressure. There is a 3 to 5 psi pressure drop across a regulator which adds to the
system head requirements. Regulators are susceptible to clogging especially if there is moss in
the water.

Spacing and Set I*ngth
The spacing between the sprinkier heads and also between each set as the lateral moves down
the mainline determines the square footage to be watered during each set. The most common
spacing is 40 feet between sprinlder heads and 60 feet between lateral settings. The most
common length of time for irrigating a set is 11.5 hours. For most operations in Western
Montana the set-length is fixed at 11.5 hours because of the lack of reliable labor available to
change pipe more than npice a day. Some potato farmers will change sets on 8 hour intervals.

The nozzle selection and pressure is then based on supplying the crop-water needs for the
square footage and set-lengths determined. The spacings should not exceed 60% of anozztes
wetted diameter in order to get good application uniformity in areas with moderate winds
(areas that experience strong winds should not exceed 50% of a nozzles wetted diameter). For
example, an lLl64 inch nozzle at 40 psi has a wetted diameter of 92 feet (taken from
manufacturers test data). Therefore, the maximum spacing should be 55 feet (.6 x92 : 55).
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This would be insufflcient for a 40 by 60 foot spacing by 5 feet if the area was moderately

windy and by 14 feet if the area experiences strong winds.

The application uniformity refers to how well the system irrigates the entire area. An ideal

uniformiry would apply the exact same amount of water to the entire area. Most properly

designed systems have a uniformity in the area of 9AVo on calm days. Windy weather can

destroy the uniformity on even the best designed systems. The consequence of a Poor
uniformity is some portions of the field are either being under-irrigated or over-irrigated. A
suggestion for improving uniformity is to not place the wl or hl in exactly the same spot for
every irrigation. Alternate the location by rotating the wl one extra wheel revolution every

other irrigation. This increases the probability that an area of the fieid will not be consistently

under or over-irrigated.

Efficiency
There are many uses of the lerm "efficiency" in irrigation. Pump efficiency, motor efficiency
and water application efficiency are just 3 of the many. In all cases, the concept of efficiency
means the amount of output obtained for a given level of input. For example, if a baseball

player gets a hit 5 times for every 10 times at bat he is a 5ATo efficient hitter. Similarly, if a
pump requires 10 horsepower of electricity to get 8 horsepower worth of work on the water, it
is considerd 80Vo efficient.

A common statistic measured when evaluating systems is called pumping plant efficiency
(ppe). The pumping plant is defined as the pump, motor and electrical parts of the system.

An equivalent term is wire-to-water efficiency. Ppe looks at how well the pumping plant

converts eiectrical power to water power. It completely ignores features of the system that are

downstream of the pump. Therefore, changing mainlines and nozzles for example does not

increase the ppe. However, if their replacement causes the system flow rate to move to a
more efficient point on the pump curve they have indirectly affected ppe. With today's high

efficiency pumps and motors it is possible to achi. eve a ppe between 70 and 80Vo depending on

the pump model and application. Pumping plant efficiency ranges from a low of 26% to a
high of 75Vo and averages 57Vo thronghout Western Montana. This means the average

irrigator can increase efficiency by a minimum of 13% and possibly by as much as28%. A
discussion of how improvements in ppe affects power bills and savings is contained in the

section on Saving Energy.

Water application efficiency (wae) ,"f"ri to the percentage of water that is put on the field that

actually is useful to plant growth. Water lost to wind drift, deep percolation, runoff or
evaporation before reaching the plant root zone is not beneficial to plant growth. A center
pivot with intermirdiate pressure impact sprinklers mounted on top has a lower wae than a low-
pressure center pivot with properly designed rotators mounted on drop tubes just above the

crop canopy. The wae can vary on a daily basis from a high wae on a calm, cloudy, spring

day to a low wae on a hot, dry and windy day in midsummer. The average wae for wl's and

hl's is TAVo . This is an important input when designing a system. If a 2 inch application is

required by the crop and a70% wae exists, 2.85 inches must be applied to realize a2 tneh

benefit. Low-pressure center pivots can have a wae as high as 90Vo.
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Saving Energr
The energy savings captured by the program was obtained by either increasing pumping plant
efficiency or lowering system pressure requirements or flow rates. A11 of these factors are
directly proportional to power requirements. For example, a l0% decrease in either flow or
pressure will produce a L0% decrease in power consumption. Also a 10% increase in
efficiency will produce a similar result.

Increasing pumping plant efficiency probably is the most common way of obtaining energy
savings. This usually entails rebuilding or replacing the pump. Most rebuilds involve a new
wear ring and re,pairing or replacing the impeller. The wear ring is a brass component that is
pressed on the volute case. It maintains a very tight clearance (about 0.01 inches when new)
between it and the impeller. As it wears, the clearance increases which allows water to
recirculate back to the suction side of the pump. The recirculation of water inside the pump is
the cause of the inefficiency. Most pump manufacturers r@ommend replacement of the wear
rings when clearance exceeds tl32 of an inch. Pump mechanics can measure the clearance
with a micrometer.

Another reason for inefficiency is operating outside of the efficient ftrnge of the pump as
defined by the pump curve. This problem can be caused by worn nozzles, system leal6,
replacing nozzles with larger sizes, adding more lines than original design called for or poorly
constntcted suction piping. Simply installing larger nozzles can throw the pump into an
inefficient point on the curve. When changes in the system hardware are made, consideration
must be given as to how the pump will per,form under the new conditions. Sometimes a new
impeller diameter is all that is required and other times another pump may be required.
Failure to consider the pump charactdristic curve almost always leads to decreased pumping
piant efficiency.

As little as 1/150 of an inch of nozzlewear can be enough so that the increased energy costs
make it economical to replace them with new ones. Check nozde wear by inserting a drill bit
in the aozzle when it is operating. A steady stream of blowby of about .25 ta.5 gpm or
greater indicates the nozzles are ready to be replaced.

Recommendations for decreasing system flow rates are made when surface runoff is visible or
when irrigation water is being applied well below the rooting depth of the crop. Surface soils
low iri organic matter and high in clay are most susceptible to surface runoff. lnfiltration rates
can be as low as 0.10 inches of water per hour and the problem is made considerably worse on
sloping fields. For the typical wVhl system watering alfalfa or grain using a 40 by 60 foot
spacing and 12 hour sets, the 73164 inch nozzie is too large on these heavy clay soils without
some special management considerations. These can include building up soil organic matter or
mechanically pitting or aerating the soil. A3116 inch nozzle with a design pressure of 40 psi
is usually a more effective size.

Watering below the crop root zone occurs most often when the crop is very shallow rooted, as
with small grains. Watering below a depth of about 2 fegt is essentially wasting water and
energy. When moisture stress appears in shallow rooted crops, the irrigation frequency or
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amount applied must be examined. Because less soil is available to hold water for the crop,

the supply of available water is exhausted faster than it would be for a deeper rooted crop.
Therefore it requires more frequent watering than deep rooted crops. An 11 day irrigation
interval is often too long for small grains during pea,k growth periods.

System head requirements consist of elevation head, mainline friction 1oss, fittings friction
loss, lateral friction loss and the pressure required at the flszqls. Little can be done to reduce

elevation head. However, mainline, fittings and laterals can be resized if they are responsible

for excessive friction loss and technology has helped to reduce pressure requirements of certain

nozzfe types. Resizing pipes and fittings doesn't produce energy savings outright. The pump

must be resized for the reduced head requirements. Resizing the pump me*ms either changing

or trimming the impeller or purchasing a smaller pump. This results in net energy savings.

Low pressure conversions for wheel line and hand line systems met with only'marginal
suc@ss. However, low-pressure pivot conversions were extremely popular and effective.
Two guidelines for retrofitting piping are: 1- install fittings that increase in diameter gradually

instead of suddenly and 2 - size piping to keep velocities below 5 fps in pipes and below 10

fps in fittings.

Retrofining hand line and wheel line systems with flow control nozzles allows the irrigator to

operate with a design pressure of 35 psi instead of the standard requirement of 40 psi. AIl that

is sacrificed is 2 to 3 fet of wetted diameter. The sream is actually broken up better with the

flow control nozzles because of the neoprene center. It is worth emphasizing that simply
instatling FCC's may or may not be an energy saving measure. If it results in a decreased

flow rate then it may save energy all by itself. The big energy savings occur when the reduced

pressure requirements of flow control nozzles is accompanied by an impeller trim to match the

lower head requirements. Further reductions in pressure require the use of offsets and

increased labor requirements which proved very unpopular with most irrigators.

Converting center pivots to low pressure involves a new nozzlepackage that often inctudes
pressure regulators and rotator type sprinklers. This allows the irrigator to trim the pump
impeller or replace the existing pump with a smaller one resulting in energy savings. The end
pressure can be as low as 10 psi without an end gun and 20 psi if an end gun is to be used. A
booster pump is necessary for proper end gun operation. I{eavy clay soils, especially on
sloping fields, may not be appropriate for low pressure since the application rate increases with
the smaller wetted diameters. If the main pump used to supply the center pivot is also used to
supply wl's or hl's then the benefit of a low pressure pivot is offset by the larger pressure

requirements of hl's/wl's. If the pivot is water driven then a low-pressure conversion must be

accompanied by converting the drive units. Electric drive is normally the power of choice.

Suction Piping
The physics of designing the suction piping of a centrifugal pumping system can make or
break the performance of the system. Many manufacturers cite suction probiems as the
number one reason for poor pump performance.
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When the water level of the sump is below the centerline of the pumP, suction lift exists.

Centrifugal pumps don't iift or suck water up. Instead, they depend on the weight of the open

atmosphere above the water source to push the water to the impeller eye. This can only be

accomplished by creating a vacuum in a sealed suction plpe by pumping the air out (otherwise

known as priming a pump). There is no nrle-of-thumb concerning the morimum height that

centrifugal pumps can be located above an unpt'essurized water source. This can vary
significantly depending on the pump model, head and flow conditions, elevation above sea

level, water temperature and piping configuration. Some applications may require that suction

lift not exceed 2 f*twhile others may allow up to 20 feet of suction lift. This is a crucial
element of design and cannot be ignored. Irrigators should seek design assistance if they
suspect that this is a problem.

The object of the suction set-up is to provide a conduit for calm, slow water to make its way to
the impeller eye. When suction lift exists, no point in the suction piping should be higher than

the intake of the pump. High points can entrap air which can obstruct the flow of water and

disrupt the prime. The minimum amount of turns should be placed in the suction piping.
Additional turns are better placed on the discharge side of the pump. No turns should be
placed within 4 pipe diameters of the pump intake. If the suction piping is 10 inch size then

the nearest nrrn should be at least 40 inches away from the intake. This allows the water to
stop spinning prior.to entering the impeller eye. Suction piping should be sized large enough

to ke€p water velocities below 3 fus. An eccentric reducer should be used to reduce down to

the pump intake size with the beveled side down. Suction-bells are available for installation on

the end of the suction plpe to decrease entranc€ losses. Approximately 4 feet of submergence

and 6 to 12 inches of clearance from the bottom of the sump is ideal for most suction

arrangements. The sump water should also be as quiet as possible.

Cavitation is often a result of either a poorly designed suction arrangement or operating outside

of the range of the pump. It is often identified as the sound of gravel or rocks passing through
the pump. Any pump can be made to cavitate. Cavitation is the process where pockets of
water vapor that formed in the impeller eye are collapsing in areas of high pressure inside the

pump. This process can damage the pump and reduce pump performance. When the cause of
cavitation is the suction piping, the solution is usually ts install a larger size of suction ptpe or
a suction bell to reduce enmnce losses. If there is a vortex in the sump causing the cavitation,
then increase the submergence of the suction enffince. If the water level has dropped

temporarily then placing a piece of plywood over the\sump can help.

Electrical Components
Most of the systems in Western Montana are operating on 3-phase power. Phase to phase

voltage is usually 240 volts or 480 volts. Power factor varies from 55 Vo to 95% with most

falling around 90%. Several systenis on single phase service were using phase converters to
run 3-phase power.

Most electric motors are the standard effi.ciency variety averaging about 90% efficiency.
Today's high-efficiency motors can achieve95% effi.ciency. A t)?ical40 horsepower pump

and motor operating 1200 hours per year at $0.M per kilowatt-hour could save about
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$70.00/year in pumping costs with a high-efficiency motor. The difference in price is about
$600.00. This makes about an 11 year pay-back period if the cost of power doesn't change.
As rates go up the pay back period gets even more atmctive. The average life for electric
motors in the 5 to 50 horsepower range is 20 years. One major electrical shop reported only
SVo of electric motors failed due to old age (insulation deterioration). The largest killel ig
overheating the motor. The primary cause of overheating is overloading due to operating the
pump outside of its peak efficiency range. Other contributing factors to overheating are direct
exposure to sunlight, poor ventilation and voltage imbalances.

Air Yents and Yalves
The lack of properly positioned air vents is a very common omission on systems in Western
Montana. One of the most common frustrations encountered during an evaluation is an
unexplained pressure difference between 2 points in the mainline. Friction loss and elevation
head explain only a fraction of the measured pressure difference. Since a large leak would be
obvious the best explanation is a pipe obstruction. The most common type of obstruction is
entrapped afu.

Preventing air from entering the system is impossible so every system must be equipped to
vent air. Trapped air acts like any other obstnrction by restricting flow and pressure. The
positioning of air vents is probably more critical than the sizing. Air normally travels to the
highest points in the system but not always. Basically, there are 2 rypes of air vents - large
orifice and small orifice.

I-Nge orifice air vents work to vent large quantities of air during system start-up. They also
open up during system shut-down to allow air to reenter the pipeline to avoid creating a
vacuum. Once the system is pressurized these vents close and remain closed. They consist of
a float that can be closed at a fairly low pressure by either water or air. Their tendency to
blow closed from air pressure is a drawback. Recent technology improvements has produced a
double chamber design that utilizes the forces of the escaping air to remain open until buoyed
by the increasing water level. These vents should be sought out when retrofitting or designing
a system. Some general guidelines for placement zue as follows:

1. Immediately downstream of gate valves. This will provide vacuum relief if the valve
closes suddenly and air expulsion during fiIling.

2. At all high points in the mainline. This vents air during initial hlling.
3. Every 1/4 mile of pipeline.
4. feet from the end of all pipelines.
5. At all branch tees in the pipeline.

Small orifrce air vents are designed to expel entrapped air when the system is pressurized.
Sometimes these vents are referred to as continuous acting air vents. On average, water
consists of 2% dissolved air by volume. As the air bubbles congregate they need a piace to
escape. Small orifrce air vents should be placed at all high points in the mainline in
conjunction with the large orifice variety. Consult your irrigation dealer for the proper sizing
of both t)?es. The dealer will need to know your mainline sizes to size the vents properly.
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Pressure relief valves should be a part of every pressurized irrigation system also. Their
purpose is to vent large quantities of water when the system exceeds a predetermined pressure.

They do not regulate pressure within the system. This is the best insurance for protecting an
expensive mainline installation from water hammer or steady pressure build-up. Common
qluses of pressure surges are sudden valve closure or pump shutdown and sudden movement of
entrapped air. Filling the mainline too rapidly can also cause water hammer. Fressure relief
valves should be located where the highest pressures will occur such as:

-the ends of pipelines.
-alIlow points.
-immediately downsEeam of check valves.

There are two basic types - diaphragm type and spring action. The spring action type has a
quicker reaction time and is preferable.

Check valves are a common installation. They allow water to flow in one direction only. The
most common types are a single disc swing type and a single disc angle seat. Modifications
are available to provide non-slam closure that protects against surges by repulating the qpeed of
closure. They are normally sized one size smaller than the mainline size, xsuming the
mainline size is designed properly. They have been installed to prevent back flow of
contaminated water into the water source. They are considered inadequate for this purpose

and a more positive action anti-back flow device is recommended.

Most systems have a gate or butterfly valve installed just downstream of the pump to reguiate
pump discharge. Butterfly valves cause more friction loss than similarly sized gate valves.
However, when sized properly, the difference in friction loss is small and the relatively Iower
cost of butterfly valves makes them attractive. They do seem to fail more often than gate

valves. Again, if the mainline is sized properly, they are usually the same diameter as the
mainline or 1 size smaller. They shouid not be sized under any circumstances to experience
velocities over 10 fps.

hrigation Water Flow Requirements Based on Crop Water Use
How much water to apply, how fast and how often to apply it are the most critical factors
determining the success or failure of an i:rigation system. Sprinkler systems should be
designed to handle the worst case scenario. For most irrigators in Western Montana this
occurs during peak evaporative demand in July.

The peak demand is about 0.25 inches of water per day for alfalfa, potatoes and grain.
Assuming a water application efficiency of about 80%, systems should be able to apply 6
gpm/acre to satisfy peak demand. Therefore, a 160 acre freld would require a system capacity
of about 960 gpm. Beyond this commonality, design specifications vary widely for each
individual system depending on such factors as: soil, crop type, available water, available
Iabor and fype of sprinkler system to name a few. This is when a good designer is needed to
ensure syStem adequacy.
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Typical Example:

A 't]?ical' system in Western Montana might be a 160 acre field broken into 4 - 40 acre
square units. Each 40 acre unit is watered by a single 1/4 mile wheel line with 40 feet
between sprinklers and 60 feet between mainline risers. This leaves 22 risers or sets per 40
acre unit. Most irrigators change pipe twice a day after 11.5 hour sets requiring 11 days to
complete an irrigation. Consider a field of qpring wheat. After 11 days of peak
evapotranspiration of 0.25 inches/day in July, a total of 2.75 inches of water has been depleted
from the soil root zone. Serious stress doesn't occur until about 50Vo of the soil available
water holding capacity has been depleted in the root zone. Spring wheat extracts most
moisture from the first 2 to 3 feet of soil when mature. If the soil is a silt loam free of coarse
fragments it has an AWHC of about 2.25 nches per foot of soil for a total of 6.75 inches of
available water (3 foot root zone). I-ess than 50% of the root zone AWIIC is depleted in 11

days so the crop is not stressed before the next irrigation can begin.

However, if the soil is a sandy loam with 30To coar*, fragments, the soil AWHC is reduced to
about 1 inch of water per foot of soil for a total AWHC of 3 inches in a 3 foot root zofle.
Clearly, 11 days of peak demand (11 x .25 = 2.75 in.) reduces the available water in the root
zone to well below 5A% of AWHC placing the crop in a stressed condi[on. The soiution to
this problem is to change the system design to apply more frequent irrigations to the field.
Other aspects of the system design such as nozzle selection and pressure can't help the problem
given the spacing and labor constraints described above. Deeper irrigations won't help and
will lead to increased waste and even lower yields. More frequent irrigations could be
accomplished with additional flow capacity and laterals or by ionverting to a center pivot. A11
of these options require a complete redesign of the system and technical assistance should be
sought.

Center Pivot Irrigation Systems
Most center pivots in Western Montana are ll4 mile in length and are watering about 130
acres. Very few use corner extensions. Most use an end gun to extend the irrigated radius or
have a solid set hand line in the corners. They are being used to water hay, grain, potatoes,
mint, rape and other crops. Most pivots have electrically powered tower drives but the water
drives are fairiy common and there are a few hydraulic oil drive machines too. Most of the
older installations (1975 through 1989) are equipped with impact sprinklers mounted on top of
the main pivot pipe. Several newe[ installations are utilizing the latest low pressure
technology including rotators, booms, drop tubes and spray nozzles.

A low pressure pivot is defined as a pivot with a nozzle package requiring 20 psi or less at the
end of the pivot. This is an arbitrary break point but it is indicative of what is achievable with
the technology. Pivots that will use an end gun require 20 psi pressure at the end. The
additional pressure requirements of the end gun are met with a booster pump mounted at the
end of the pivot (usually 2-3 horsepower). In the absence of an end gun the end pressure can
be as low as 10 psi. Because the system is moving, the high pressures required for large
wetted diameters are no longer needed. The rotator design can break up the water stream
without a lot of pressure. Drop tubes aren't necessarily limited to low pressure situations.
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The advantage is lowering the distance above the crop from which the water is applied. This
increases the efficiency of the water application by reducing susceptibility to wind drift and
evaporation.

The low pressure center pivot applications seem to be doing the best job of agricultural
irrigation in Western Montana. The reasons for this include the following:

-High waler application efficiency.
-I-ow labor requirements.
-I-east energy consumptive.
-Superior ability to meet crop water demands.
-Very uniform applications.

Electric drive pivots are usually the most energy efficient. A tlrpical 1/4 mile machine might
have 9 towers each equipped with about a 3/4 horsepower drive motor. The speed of the end
tower is adjustable and the other motors cycle on and off as needed to maintain alignment with
the end tower. The flow and head conditions of the main pumping plant can be reduced to
supply the fiozz.le requirements. Water drive pivots eliminate the need for the electric drive
motors. However, they do require very high water pressure be maintained by the main
pumping plant in order to propel the pivot. This leads to higher electrical power consumption
&an electric drive pivots. Hydraulic oil drive pivots don't use the main pumping plant for
hydraulic oil pressure. Instead, they require a separate pumping plant that must operate
continuously when the pivot is watering. They n4ge in size from about 15 to 25 hors"po*"r.
This also requires more electrical consumption than eiectric drive pivots.

There are some precautions when it comes to low pressure apphcations. Low pressure pivots
are applying the same amount of water as any other pivot but they are applying it in a smaller
wetted diameter- Therefore, the application rate is much higher than with higher pressure
systems- The highest application mtes on a center pivot occur at the end tower. A possible
consequence of this is runoff. Fields that slope and have hear.y clay soils are most susceptible
to this problem. Technological advances and management practices can help to ease this
problem- Booms can be installed that effectivd increase the wetM diameter during the
application. Nozzle break-up characteristics are better at producing droplet sizes that are less
likely to compact the soil. The building up of organic matter and mechanically pitting or
'aerating the soil can help by improving the soit infiltration rate. Shorterpivots in these soils
may be necessary to prevent runoff.

Pivot safety is a must for those working on or around them. It would be prudent to disconnect
the power to the pivot before work begins or before climbing on. Often times the same 4g0
volt service used to power the pumping plant is available at the pivot. The moving parts on a
water drive pivot are often very fast and powerful and should be given plenty of clearance
when working around a pivot.
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Big Guns
Big gun systems are sometimes called Saveler sprinkler systems. There are many different

types of drive mechanisms for moving the gun. Many are reeled in by the large flexible hose

they are connected to and others move the gun and allow the hose to lay out as it travels.

They are designed to water in rectangular strips and the intervals between the traveler path can

be up to 300 feet. Flow rates vary from 80 to 1000 gpm and pressures vary from 60 to 130

psi. Initial costs may be lower than most mechanical move systems and the labor requirement

is fairly iow. They work well on very irregularly sha@ fields or where Eees, power lines

and other obstacles exist that limit more rigid conventional sprinkler systems. However, they
gonsume large amounts of electrical power at the pumping plant to produce very high

pressures. The power consumption can be nvice as much as a conventional hand line or wheel

line system for the same acrqrge and up to 3 times as much as a low pressure center pivot.

The long flexible hose is very expensive to replace. This hose must be sized properly to iimit
the friction loss in the line. The pressure rating of the mainline must be high enough to

withstand the high pressues. Operating these systems at reduced pressures can cause severe

compaction, crop damage and runoff from the large droplet size and velocities with which they

strike the ground.

The end guns on the end of a center pivot are really an intermediate version of the big gun

described above. The same precautions regarding operation at reduced Pressure applies.

Usually, end guns apply 75 to 150 gpm and pressure requirements are 60 to 80 psi. An end

gun booster pump is often used to supply the necessary pressure while allowing the rest of the

system to operate at much lower pressure.

Maintenance
The electric motor may be the most commonly repaired item in the pump house. Motor
rewinds and bearings are not cheap. The motor should be greased at least 3 times a year - at

the beginning, end and in the middle. Be sure the fittings and grease are clean and use grease

coded EP-2 only, unless your manufacturer specifies otherwise. The right melting temperature

is essential for bearing lubrication. All purpose grease is the wrong grease for the job.
Remove the grease drain plug and leave it off for a couple of hours after greasing so the old
grease can drain out. Keep the motor well ventilated by clearing the rodent screens of grass

and debris, Puddles of water near the pump can be blown into the motor by the fan. Motors
should be supported well to prevent shaft sffess and deformation. Pump shelters are a must for
all syste$ts. Every 18 degree Fahrenheit rise above the motor rated temperature can cut the

motor life in haif. Direct sunlight can easily add 15 to 20 degrees of temperature on a hot

summer day. Pump and panel shelters can be as simple as an angled roof supported by 4 studs

and 1 waIl for the panel or as intricate as a pump house.

The packing car be replaced as needed. A drip rate of about 1 drop per second is plenty. A
packing puller tool makes packing replacement easier (use two pullers 180 degrees apart). The
iantern ring has two holes 180 degrees apart that can be used to remove it. Check for gtooves

in the shaft sleeve if the worn packing was left in for any length of time and replace if
necessary.
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Periodically clean the suction screening to maintain the free flow of water. If pump
performance decreases suddenly, check the impeller on the suction and discharge sides for
plugging or obstnrctions. If the pump is an oil lubricated turbine then keep the oil level up.

During shut-down operations drain the pump and all of the piping. Open up all of the valves,
especially gate valves. Lubricate the shaft with a light oil. Store rubber diiphragm primers
indoors for the winter. Seal all openings with duct tape or other material to protect igainst
debris and animals.

During start-up operations and with the power st'rll off, check all electrical connections and
insulation and tighten as necessary. Use a voltmeter to MAI(E SURE TI{E POWER IS OFF.
Stafi the pump with the packing gland loose and tighten slowly to 1 drip per second. Check
all laterals for rodent nests. DO NOT raise pipes overhead without checking for power line
locations first. Grease the center pivot swivel and properly inflate the tires. Remove the end
plugs and flush the system thoroughly.

4.0 STJMMARY
This project has demonstrated that significant improvements in energy and water use can be
made through a combination of demonstration, education and incentive programs. The energy
and water efficiency improvements resulting from this project wiil provide both short and
long-term savings for irrigators and the general population.
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APPEh{DX A. WATER, APPLICATION RATE CHARTS

1) Use oa-le size aod Pressur6 to de.termioe -uozAe dischsrge. 2) Uso aozzle dischargc and sprinkler spscigg to determirc ave*ge
applicatiou r&tc. 3) Usc application rstG and hours of operstion to determino tho amuut of water applied per sct- (NOTE: The
lotal water applied Per sct in these tsbles ig bgs€d on aa application efficiency of 7O% which accounta for ivrporation aud other
losses. To dctcrmine &e gross water applicatiou divide your final figuro by 0.7)

NoZZI-E DISCEARGE - GALLONS pER, MII{UTE
Nozde Dismet€r in Inches

t.. 3R2 ut 5R2 tu6/ 3lt6 7R2
zv t.L7 z.o9 2.65 3.26 3.v2 4.69 5.51 6.37
t5 1.31 2.34 2.96 3.& 4.38 5.25 6.t6 7.r3

L.4 ?.56 3.?5 4.01 4.83 5-75 6.80 7.86
J5 1.55 2-77 3.50 4.31 5.1E 6.21 7.30 8-43
4{' r.66 2.96 3.74 4.6t 5.54 6.64 7.80 9.02
45 t.76 3.13 3.99 4.9t 5.91 7.43 8.30 9.60

F:il(}.:..,,.:ii:.;

55 1.94 3.46 4.3't 5.39 6.48 7.77 9.12 10.50
60 2.03 3.67 4.50 5.65 6.80 8.12 9.56 11.05
o5 2.rl 3-71 4.76 5.87 7.M 8.45 9.92 11.45
7A 2-t9 3.91 4.96 6.10 7.34 8.78 rc.32 I r.95
75 2.27 4.05 5.t2 6.30 7.58 9.08 r0.66 t2.32
80 2.35 4.18 5.29 6.52 7.84 9.39 lt.02 t2.74
E5 2.42 4-3t 5.45 6.'Ir E.07 9-67 1 1.35 13.11
90 2.49 4.43 5.61 6.91 8.3r 9.95 11.69 13.51
95 2.56 4.56 5_76 7.09 8.53 to.2 I 1.99 13.86
100 2.63 4.67 5.91 't.29 8.76 r0.5 12.32 t4-23

A\TERAGE APPLICATION RATE - INCHES PER HO[]R

WATER APPLIED PER SET . ACRE INCHES LT TAVo EFT'ICIEI{CY

Soacins Gallors Per Minute From Each Sorinkler
Feet 1 3 4 5 6 7 E 9 10 o

20x20 .48 .72 .96 1.20 1.44 1.70 1.93 z-t6 2.40
2(h30 .32 .48 .64 .80 .96 t.72 1.28 r-43 1.60 1.93
Ztx4oi .24 .36 .48 .60 .72 .84 .96 1.08 1.20 r.45
3(}x30 .21 .32 .43 .54 .64 .75 .88 .96 1.07 t.28
30x40 .16 .24 .32 .40 .48 .56 .64 .72 .80 .95
3&s0 t1 .19 .25 .32 .38 .45 .51 .58 .64 .76
fix44 .t2 18 .24 .30 .36 A) .48 .54 .60 .72
4{h50 .10 .t4 .19 .24 .29 .34 .38 .43 .48 .58

\

Eours Application Rate of System - Inches Per Eour
Operated
Per Set .12 .L4 .16 .18 .20

,,1 .u .26 .30 .J5 .45 .55
1 .08 .10 .11 .13 .14 .15 .t7 .18 .2t .25 .32 .39
5 L) .49 .56 .63 .70 .77 .84 .91 1.05 1.23 1.58 1.93

i:..:: :;S8:.,,i'i

10 .84 .98 t.l2 1.26 1.40 t.54 1.68 t.82 2.to 2.45 3.15 3.85
11 .92 1.08 t.23 1.39 1.54 1.69 1.85 2.00 2.31 2-70 3.47 4.24

L4 2.42 2.5) 2.69 3.U.t J.JO 3.lv 4-O3 4.37 5.04 5.88 7.56 9.24



APPEhIDIX B. RAINFALL, IRRIGATION AND CROP WATER USE FOR

MONITORM CROPS

AppEI{Df,K 81 RAINT'ALL, IRRIGATiON, TOTAL APPLIED WATB- CROP WATER US (E"TO),

AFID DEFTCIT,IN INCEES, F1OREACE CROPIN 1lrE9

1 TOTAL H2o APPLIED = RAINFALL + IRRIGATION
2 ETO = POTENTIAL CROP WATER USE (EVAPOTRANSPIRATION)

3 DEFICIT = TOTAL H2O APPLIED - DEFICIT

YEAR GROWEH LOCAIION c-8(}P RAINFAII IRRIGATION

TOTAL H2O

APruEDl 
.

ET02 oEFlCrr3

1 989 KC RONAN.WEST ALFALFA 8.8 13.1 aa c 28.7 -6.2

1 989 BW VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 6.7 8-0 14.') 2A.7 14-C

1 989 JH RONAN-WEST ALFALFA 7-2 9.0 16.i 28;l 12.4

1 989 JJ ROUNO BUTTE ALFALFA 1 1.8 7 1 9.C 28.6 _o '':

1 98S JJ ROUNO BUTTE ALFALFA 12-a 14.4 2A.5 28.6 -2.1

1 98S JIIAJ ST IGNATIUS-EAST ALFALFA 7.! 7-7 15-2 25.C -9.8

r 989 JtvtJ ST IGNATIUS-EAST ALFALFA 7-l 5.2 '12.7 25.C 12-3

1 989 LM VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 10.c 5.C 15.C 24.7 13.7

I 98S RR CHARLO ALFALFA OE 11.4 20.9 28.8 -7.7

1 98S JR ST.IGNATIUS-EAST ALFALFA/GRASS 12.1 4-C 16.1 2A.e 2.5

l 98S JR ST.IGNATIUS.EAST ALFALFA/GRASS 11 -1 6.€ 18.E 2A.E o.2

1 98S BW VALLEY VIEW BARLEY 5.'1 8.C 11 .7 2A;) 7.O

1 989 WP CHARLO EARLEY 6.6 <c 12.4 25-A 2-e.

1 98S JH RONAN-WEST GRASS HAY 7.5 oc 17.3 2A-7 1 1.4

'I 98S WP CHARLO GRASS HAY 5.2 l2-0 17.2 25.C -7.8

1 989 KC RONAN.WEST GRASS PASTURE 7.5 18.1 25.6 28.7 -3.1

I 989 RR CHARLO OATS 5.1 6.O 11.1 25,-C '13_9

1 989 JM VALLEY VIEW OATS/ PEAS 1 4-5 3.7 25.O 19.3

1 989 EF MOEISE POTATOES EE 13.5 1 9.C 25-A -6.(

'r 989 LM VALLEY VIEW POTATOES 6.2 10.6 'I 6.8 26.6 -9.t

'l 98S BHO MOEISE SPRING WHEAT o.J 9.1 15.4 25.O -9.6

I 989 BHO MOEISE SPBING WHEAT 6.3 12.e 'I 8.9 25.C -6.1

1 989 BL MOEISE SPBING WHEAT 6-i o.o 6.2 25.C 18.8

I 989 DS MOEISE SPRING WHEAT 6.t 16.1 22.3 25.C -2-7

1 98S DS MOEISE SPBING WHEAT 6.t 'l 3.E 19.7 25.0 -5-t

1 989 EW MOEISE SPRING WHEAT 6.4 11:C 17.4 25.C .7.6

1 989 EW MOEISE SPRING WHEAT 6.8 13.1 19.9 25-O -5.1

1 989 BL MOEISE WINTER WHEAT 6.5 o.0 6.5 25.O 18.5

r 1989 JM VALLEY VIEW WINTER WHEAT 1.2 6.O t 7.2 25.0 17.8

1 989 EF MOEISE WINTER WHEAT 5.1 1't.1 I O.r 25.0 -8.8



APPENDIX 82 RAINFALI, IRRIGATION, TOTAL APPUED WATER. CROP WATER USE (ETOI,

AHD DEFICIT, II{ INCHES, FOR EACH CEOP IN lggo

I TOTAL H2O APPLIED = RAINFALL + IRRIGATION
2 ETO = POTENTIAL CROP WATEH USE (EVAPOTRANSPIRATioi.I)
3 DEFICIT = TOTAL H2O APPLIED - DEFICIT

YEAR GROWER LOCAT!Ot{ ceop RAITTIFALL IRRIGATIOT{

TOTAL HzO

APruED1 ETO 2 DEHCTT3

990 CV POLSON.WEST ALFALFA 8.'t II 17.3 27.1 -9.8
99( OP VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 4.9 6.4 1 1.3 27.1 15.8
99C JK VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 6.7 7.1 13.8 27.s 14.2
99C JN VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 4.7 5.C 9.7 24.4 l4-3
99C KC BONAII.WEST ALFALFA 8.4 OE 15.S 27,1 I1
99C A8 MOEISE ALFALFA 5.5 13.4 18.9 26.5 -7.A

99( AB MOEISE ALFALFA 5.4 l6.c 21 24.2 -5.1

99€ BB RONAN ALFALFA 6.4 10.3 1A-7 27.1 lo.4
99C BL MOEISE ALFALFA 5.8 17.7 23.5 28-E -3.(

99C BW VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 4.8 8.5 13.3 26.5 t3.i
99( OE ROUND BUTTE ALFALFA 5.3 16.8 22.1 27.1

99C GS ROUND BU:TTE ALFALFA 4.9 9. 14.4 27.1 't2.7

99C JH RONAN.WEST ALFALFA 6.1 ,o 8.9 27.1 18.3

99C JH BONAN-WEST ALFALFA 6.r 11 .2 17.e 27.1 -oq

99C JJ ROUNO SUTTE ALFALFA 5.7 5.€ 't 2-2 27.1 l4-8
99C JJ ROUND BUTTE ALFALFA 5.: 8.6 12-1 27.1 r 5.0

'I 990 JM VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 3.8 14.0 17.€ 27.9 to.1
99C LM VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 7.C 'r 0.5 17.1 a1 0 10.5

99C PS MOEISE ALFALFA 6.€ '1 4.5 21 .3 27.1 .5.8

99C PS MOEISE ALFALFA 6.E I 1_O 17.8 27.7 -9.3

99C JR ST.IGNATIUS.EAST ALFALFA/GRASS 'l o.i 8.O 1A.7 27.4 -8.7

99C AM POLSON EAST BARLEY 5.r 3.2 8.8 7.A 1.8

99€ BB RONAN WEST BARLEY 4.1 3.0 7-1 8. 1-4

99C OP VALLEY VIEW BARLEY 5.0 7.1 OE 1-3
g9c JN VALLEY VIEW SARLEY 3. o.o 8.5

99C JR ST.IGNATIUS.EAST gARLEY 9.t 6.C 1 5.! oq 5.9

99C KC RONAN.WEST BARLEY ac 3.1 7.C 8-5 I.5
99C LM VALLEY VIEW BARLEY 4-t Lt EE 8.5 -3.O

99C BW VALLEY VIEW OATS 4.' 3.C 7.i 8.5 1.3

99C JM VALLEY VIEW OATS/ PEAS 4-E 9.3 1 3.S 27.'l 13.3

99C BHA MOEISE PASTURE I O.2 1E tr 23.8 -8.3

99C AM POLSON EAST POTATOES 5.6 7.8 13.2 13.7 -o.4

99C EF MOEISE POTATOES Aq 23.5 28.A 28.2 -o.2

99C MO MOEISE SPRING WHEAT 3.6 9.1 10.6 -l-5

99C PA MOEISE SPRING WHEAT aa 10.9 14.1 8.5 5.E

99C CV POLSON.WEST SOUASH 5.C 6.1 11.1

99C BHA MOEISE WINTER WHEAT ao 8-0 I O-8 I O.€ o.2

99C BHO MOEISE WINTER WHEAT 3.O '11.9 l4-9 I O.e 4.3

99C BHO MOEISE WINTER WHEAT 3.O 9.',r 12.1 10.€ 'I .5

99C BL MOEISE WINTER WHEAT 3.0 6.1 9.1 'I O.6 1E

99C DE ROUND BUTTE WINTER WHEAT 12 6.O o2 10.8 'l.5

99C DK VALLEY VIEW WINTER WHEAT 3.4 oa 12.7 1 1.1 1.6

99C DK VALLEY VIEW WINTER WHEAT 3.4 7.1 10.9 11.1 -o.2

99( Etr MOEISE WINTER WHEAT 3-7 7.4 l1 1 1.1 o.'l
1 990 EW MOEISE WINTER WHEAT ao 6.i 9.6 11 .7 -2.1

990 EW MOEISE WINTER WHEAT 3.O 6.i oa 11.7 ^c
ooa a< onl ttth ot lfrE WINTER WHEAT aa 4-l 7.6 oc _l.lc

99C JK VALLEY VIEW WINTER WHEAT 5.7 a1 8.C 11 .7 -3.8

99C MD MOEISE WINTER WHEAT J-b 3.0 6.€ I O.6 -4.C

99C PA MOEISE WINTER WHEAT J.l 1 1.5 14.1 10.6 4.1



APPENDIX B:t RAINFALL, IRRTGATIOT{. TOTAL APPUED WATER. CBOP WATEB USE (ETOI,

AND DEFICIT, tN INCHES, FOR EACH CBOP IN 1991

'l TOTAL H2O APPLIED = RAINFALL + IRRIGATION

2 ETo = POTENTIAL CRoP WATER USE (EVAPOTRANSPIRATIoN)

3 DEFICIT = TOTAL H2o APPLIED' DEFICIT r

YEAR GEOWER LOCATIOH CROP RAII{FAII lRRtoATlot{

TOTAL H2O

apgg5p 1 F|o2 DERCTT 3

I 991 AB MOEISE ALFAt.FA 5.: 17 -5 23 28.! -5.:

t 991 AM POLSOT$EAST ALFATfA 7.4 4.5 I r.s 27.C 15.1

1 991 DE ROUND BUTTE ALFALFA 6.1 14.8 20.9 27.5 .7.C

I 991 GS ROUNO BUTTE ALFALFA 6.: 12.2 18.7 a1 c -9.i

1 991 JM VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 7.8 5.€ r 3.4 27.9 14.5

1 991 JN VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 7.3 4.3 1't 27.9 't 6.3

1 991 JR ST IGNATIUS.EAST ALFALFA 7.9 12.4 20.3 27.C -6.7

1 991 KC RONAN-WEST ALFALFA 7-a l2.s 20-4 27.9 -', .

I 991 PD VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 8.0 1 1.C 19.0 27.2 -8.3

I 991 GS ROUNO BUTTE BABLEY 6.5 3.C OC 14-4 -4-9

1991 JM VALLEY VIEW EARLEY 8.e AE 12-1 14.1 -2.O

r9s1 JN VALLEY VIEW BARLEY 6.8 o.( 6.8 13.€ -6.8

1 991 JR ST IGNATIUS.EAST BARLEY 7.C 3.0 I O.C 13.2 -3.2

1 991 KC RONAN.WEST BARLEY 7.A 3.2 10.2 14.1 -3.9

1 991 AB MOEISE CLOVER 4.6 8.') 'l 3.3 20.0 -6.1

1 991 EW MOEISE CORN 4.9 7.3 1 2.1 r 5.5 -J.4

l 991 PS MOEISE HAY 8.3 20.2 26-a 27.A -o.6

1 991 PS MOEISE HAY 6.3 22.9 29-i 27.a z-l

1991 RM otxoN HAY 17.3 22.8 a1 a -5.1

r 991 TH HOT SPRINGS HAY 8.2 15.5 23.) 2t.9 -4.2

1991 RM DIXON OATS 4.1 1.8 EC t 8.9 11.1

I 991 TH HOT SPRINGS OATS 8.9 8.3 l5 20.1 -4.9

1 991 EF MOEISE POTATOES 3.e 8.8 12.4 15.8 -3.4

1991 WM ROUNO BUTTE POTATOES 1.€ 7.A 9.2 15.7 -6.E

1 991 AM POLSON-EAST SPRING WHEAT v-c o.5 7.5 13.8 -6.3

1 991 WM ROUNO BUTTE SPRING WHEAT 4.8 8.2 13.C 14.t 1.1

'r 991 EF MOEISE WINTER WHEAT tro 3.7 OE 14-2 -4.)

1991 DE ROUNO EUTTE WINTER WHEAT 6.5 6.E l3.o 14.4 1.4

I 991 EW MOEISE WINTER WHEAT 5.9 7.3 13.2 14-i 1.1



APPENDIX 84 RAINFALL. IBRIGATION, TOTAL APPUED WATER. CROP WATER USE (ETO},
AND DEFICIT, IN INCHES, FOR EACH CROP IN 1992

'l TOTAL H2O APPLIED = RAINFALL + IRRIGAION
2 ETo : P?TENTIAL CROP WATER USE (EVAPoTRANSPIRATIoN)

3 DEFICIT = TOTAL H2O APPLIED - DEFICIT

YEAR GROWER LOCAT!OT cfoP RAIHFATI, IRRIGATIOT{

TOTAL H2O

APPUEDT Ffd DEFIqT3
1992 AB MOEISE ALFALFA 5.7 r 3.! 't 9., 27.2 -8-t
1 ggi AM POLSO!&EAST ALFATFA 10-2 8.t 18.: 25.7 -7.4

1 99: DE ROUND BUTTE ALFALFA 8.0 13.3 21 27.2 -tro
1 99i DE ROUND BUTTE ALFALFA 7.A 11.O 18.C 27.2 -9.2

1 99i GS ROUND BUTTE ALFALFA 1 1.C 16-3 27.1 'I O.9

I Srgi JM VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 8.1 1l 19_3 27.i -7.5

1 992 JN VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 7.f 10.5 18.1 27.2 -s,.1

1 992 JR ST.IGNATIUS EAST ALFALFA 9.3 8.3 17.8 26.4 -8.8
1 992 KC RONAN.WEST ALFALFA 7.3 16.i 23.5 27.9 -4-4

1 992 PO VALLEY VIEW ALFALFA 8.O I'l.c 19.0 ,1 a -8.3
1 992 JM VALLEY VIE\A/ BARLEY 5.' b.L 11 16.C -4.8

1 992 JN VALLSY VIEW BAFLEY 4-4 o.c 4.4 14.5 10.1

1 992 KC RONAN.WEST BARLEY 6.2 ,o 9.1 16.C .6.9

I 992 EF MOEISE CORN 3.1 5.4 8.: 14-2 -5.8

1 992 EW MOEISE CORN 3.0 6.7 9.7 15.4 -5.7

1 992 PS ARLEE GB.ASS HAY 7.A 15.O 22-C 25.7 -3.7

1 992 PS .ARLEE GRASS HAY 7.O 15-2 22-i 2s.7 .3.5

1 992 RM DIXON GRASS HAY 5.7 r 5.5 21 27.2 .6.1
't 992 TH HOT SPRINGS GRASS HAY 4.8 10.5 'I 5.3 27.2 1 1.9

1 992 TH HOT SPRINGS GRASS HAY 4.8 16.7 21 27.2 .5.7

1 992 RM orxoN OATS 3.2 4.5 7.7 13.1 .5.4

1 992 AM POLSON-EAST POTATOES 5.4 5.8 1t 17 .1 -5.9

1 992 EF MOEISE POTATOES 2-8 1 1_9 14.7 17.5 -2.8

1 992 WM ROUND BUTTE POTATOES 3.8 8.1 1't.9 17.5 -5.7

1 992 AB MOEISE SPRING WHEAI 3.5 4.3 7.8 't 4.5 -6-7

1 992 DE ROUND EUTTE WINTER WHEAT EE 6.3 1t.8 'I 6.1 -4.3

1 992 EW MOEISE WINTER WHEAT 4-2 10.c 14.2 'I 6.1 i.9
tooa GS ROUND EUTTE WINTER WHEAT 5 qr 14.3 16.1 l_8

1 992 WM ROUND BUTTE WINTER WHEAT 5.0 13.8 18.8 16-'t 2.8



AppENDtX 85 AVERAGE RATI|FALL, IRRIGATION, CROP WATER USE { ETOI'

AND DEFICIT, IN I[{CHES, FOR EACH CBOP AND YEAB.

1 TOTAL H2O APPLIED = RAINFALL + IRRIGATION
2 ETo = PoTENTIAL CRoP WATER UsE (EVAPoTRANSPIRATIoN)
3 DEFICIT : TOTAL H2O APPLIED - Efo

CROP n

1989 AVERAGES
RAINFALI IRBIGATION APPUED1 ETOZ DEFIC|T3

ALFALFA 11 9.6 8.4 17.9 28.0 -10.1

BARLEY 2 6.1 tro 12.4 26.9 -r 4.8

GRASS 3 6.7 13.3 20.4 27.5 -7.5

OATS 1 5.1 6.C 11.1 25.0 -1? q

POTATOES 2 tro 12.1 17.9 25.8 -7q

SPRING WHEAT 7 b.J 10.8 17.1 25.C -7.9

WINTER WHEAT 3 4.3 5.7 10.c 25.C -'t 5.1

1990 AVERAGES

CROP N RAINFAII TRBIGATION APPUED ETO DEFICTT

ALFALFA 21 6.C 10.3 16.3 27.C 10.7

BARLEY 7 4.1 3.1 7.e B.: -0.5

OATS 1 4. 3.0 7.2 8.5 1.3

POTATOES 2 5.C 15.7 20.1 2't.c -0.3

SPHING WHEAT 2 3.4 8.2 1 1.€ 9.6 2.1

WINTER WHEAT 14 3. 7.'l 10.5 10.8 -o.3

1991 AVERAGES

CROP N BAINFALL IRRIGATION APPLTED fiO DEFICTT

ALFALFA I 7.1 r 0.6 17.7 27.e 10.1

BARLEY 5 7.2 2.5 9.7 13.S -4.1

CLOVER 1 4.e 8.7 r 3.3 20.o -6.7

CORN 1 4.9 7.3 12.1 15.5 -3.4

GRASS HAY 4 6.6 19.C 25.5 27.5 1.S

OATS 2 trE 5.C 10.5 18.5 -8.C

POTATOES 2 2.6 8.2 10.8 15.7 -4.S

SPRING WHEAT 2 5.S 4.4 10.3 13.9 -3.1

WINTER WHEAT 3 6.1 5.8 1 1.9 14.3 -2.4

1992 AVERAGES

CROP N RATNFALL IRRTGATION APPLTED ETO DEFICIT

ALFALFA I 7.5 1 1.8 19.2 27.1 -7.9

BARLEY 3 L 3.0 8.2 15.5 -7.3

CORN r2 3.1 6.0 9.1 14.8 -5.7

GRASS HAY tr tro 14.6 24.4 26.6 -6.2

OATS 1 3.1 4.5 7.7 13.1 -5.4

POTATOES 3 4.0 8.€ 12.6 17.4 -4.8

SPRING WHEAT 1 3.5 4.3 7.8 14.5 -6.7

WINTER WHEAT 4 5.0 9.8 14.8 16.1 -1 .



APPENDIX 86 AVERAGE RAINFALL, IRFIGATION, CROP WATER USE ( ETOI,

AND DEFICIT, IN INCHES, FOR E.ACH CROP USING DATA FROM
ALt YEARS (1989 TO 1992!

1 TOTAL H2O APPLIED = RAINFALL + IRRIGATION

2 ETO = POTENTIAL CRoP WATEB USE (EVAPOTRANSPIRATIoN)

3 OEFICIT = TOTAL H2O APPLIEO . ETO

COMBINED YEAR AVEHAGES
CROP n RAIIIIFATL IRRIGATION RANGE APPUED APPUED1 FTO2 DEFICIT3

ALFALFA 50 7.5 10.2 8.9 - 26.s 17.8 27.5 -9.7
BARLEY 2 5.8 3.6 3.3 - 15.4 9.4 16.1 -6.7
CLOVER 1 4.6 8.7 13.3 13.3 20.o -6.7
CORN 3 4.0 o.b 8.5 - 12.1 10.6 1 5.1 -4.5
GRASS HAY 12 6.4 15.6 15.3 - 25.6 22.O 27.2 -5.2
OATS 5 4.5 4.6 5.9 - 15.2 9.1 't 6.3 -7.2
POTATOES I 4.4 1'1.1 9.2 - 28 15.5 20.0 -4.5
SPRING WHEAT 12 4.8 6.9 6.2 - 22.3 11 .7 15.7 -4.0
WINTER WHEAT 24 4.7 7.1 6.5 - 18.8 r 1.8 16.5 -4.8



APPENDD( C. GI]IDES FOR DSTBMINING AWHC

Dctcruining Soll Textnre by tie 'Fetl" Method

Docr :oi] rnake
a srong ribbon
2'or langet
bcfore
brcekjng?

D<rcs

fcel vcry

' Sud prnidc rizc shodd bc errimrrcd (very furc. finc. mcdium,
conc) for thcrc tcrurrr$ Indivrdurl 3ninr of verv fine :md
rre not viiiHc withour mrgrilicrtiqr rnd thcre ir r gnry
fecling to e very rmell rrrnplc gruud bawean eerh. Some f-rne

11nC prridcr mry bc just visiblc. Medium rend prnicler ere
errily viriblc. Exempla of gnd sizc dc:cnpuonr whac crc
dzc ir prcdcninrnL rre: rrlry finc srnd, fuc t:ndy lorm.
Iormy cane :end,

" CIry pcrcarrrtc iurgc.

AStdlmt Llopw lni.aioa LlmL USDA Soil Cowrbe .Srrvicr,
8am.)ft

Esduratc AWC bY Soll Tenurc.
From thc following tablc, cstimatc inchcs oi AWC pcr

foor of soil accordint to its tcxrure, and jot it down (scc the

chart on page 1 1). Gencrally, clay soils can hold more wale!

dran sandy soils.

Soil AIVC (Rough Estlmate)

0.
l5*

SA.\'D
L

It
J5t

4G
ffi.

Soil T€!lurt

Corrsc Send
Sand

Fine Sand
Very fine sand

Loamy coar:c sand
Lormy send

l-oemy finc sand
[-o:my very fine sand

Coarsc sandy loam
Sandy loam

Fine sandy loam
Vcry finc sandy loam

Loam
Sih loam

Silr
Sandy clay loam

Clay loam
Siiry clay loam

Sandy clay
Silty clay

o"y

A&grcdJmm
Bozcm,MT.

r.4 - a6
t.4 -L9

r 1.4 -2.6
1.4 -L6

r.4 - 2.9
1.4 -L9

Inchc< Wrler oer Foot of Soil
(rrngc) (typic2l)
0.1 - 1.1 0J
0.t - 1.4 0.5

0.5 - I..r l.:5
0.7 - t.4 1.5

0J - 1.7 1.0

0.5 - 1.7 1.0

0.7 -!7 1.5
0.? - 1: 1.25

0.7 - 1.9 r.x
t.0 - z? l-5

t.2 -LZ 1.5

t.4 - 2.6 2.0

2.0
2.0

2-0
a1

aa

a1

1&

zl-
lc]lr.

r.2 -L9 2.0
r.2 -2.6 2.0

1.4 -L6 2.0

Plre epptormrcrY 6c trDtctPocr
of ril in rln. Add wrcr r droP rr
r dne rni kced rhc loil to btcrl
do*re elt rEtGt lst. Soil ir t thc
prcpcr coorirtacY wta Phrtic e

Plaec bril of soil bctwecn
rhumb :nd forefnger gentiY
pushin8, thc:cil sirh the thurnb.
working it upwerd into e ribbon.
Form r ribbon of rsriJorm
rhictncsr ud width. a[tqw Lhc

ribbcn ro <rnerge ud crrcnd
over the forefinger, bmking

r wcak ribbcrt
lcss than l-
long bcfore
braking?

ErccrsiwlY wet
e smdl pindr of
soil in palm of
h:nd and rub

Excc.ssiwly wct
e smdl pindr of
soil in pelm of
hand end rub
wirh forcfngcr.

Erccssivcly wet
a smell pinctr of
soil in palm of
hand rnd rub

Docs soil
feel very

SILfi
CLAY

F

Docs soil
feel very
smooth?

Docs soil
fccl vcry
smooth?

Docs soii
fecl vcry
smoorh?

USDa Soil Coxcnarior Sznice ,



APPEDIDIX D. IRRIGATION SCHEDULING DATA

Approximately 2000 pages of field notes and irrigation scheduling data from this project is
available by contacting the Flathead Joint Board of Control.



APPEI\IDD( E. AGWATEI COMPUTHI PROGRAM BASIC INSTRI]CTIONS

AGWATER is a computer progprl designed to help you better undersand your irrigation system and its

management. The irrigaoi first answers a series of questions about his system, crop, and soils. The

irrigator then tells the computer when he irrigates u-rd the computer estimates and displays the resulting soil

moi-shre patt€rn. A more detaited erplanation of AGWATER is attached.

IMPORTA}TT KEYS
Review the attached sheet for the operation of imporant keys.

RT]IYNING AGWATER

t SELECT YOUR CLIMATIC AREA - AGWATER inputs your local rainfall and evapotranspiration

information from its frles.

2 SELECT YOUR soIL TypE - AGWATER inputs your soii information inciuding availabie water holding

capacity and infiltntion rates. You may select a soil texture Qoam, clay, etc.) or a specihc soil series name

from the local SCS soil survey Moeise, Polson, etc.).

3 SELECT YOUR CROP - AGWATER inputs crop information including seasonal moisture use, height and

rooring depth.

4 SELECT YOUR IRRIGATION METHOD - AGWATER leads you through a discussion of your system

including system fype, pressures, nozzles, spacings and other factors.

5 SELECT "NO" UNDER pGsE powER SCHEDULE - This section is for irrigation customers of Pacific

Gas and Electric.

6 SELECT AN IRRIGATION SCI{EDULE - This is when things get fun. You now set up you irrigations

on a calendar and the computer shows you in color what happens to your soil moisrure conditions.

Since irrigation water is not applied evenly over the entire field, the computer displays "average" , "wettest"

and "driest" conditions.

The crop root zone is divided into 4 layers with a bucket of water representing each layer. If more water is

appl-ied than the root zone soil can hold, the excess is displayed as "deep percolation".

you will generally start by indicating the average number and dates of your irrigations. The computer will

then show you what happens to your soil moisture under your current practices-

Now you are ready to play all kinds of "'WHAT IF" games such as:

** What if I never irrigated? When would I run out of water?

** What happens if i change nozzles, Fressures or o'tlier systeru comp'onen'ts?



r* Elow soon after I irrigate can I irrigate again without excessive deep percolation?

To save the results of each irrigation schedule or change in conditions, you can either print out a paper copy
or save each as a file on computer disk.

ST]MMARIES AIID REPORTS
' AGWATER produces a number of summaries and reports automatically to help you understand your

- irrigation schedule or system modification. Take a look at these reports and print the ones you find helpful.

FURTHM. IN.F'OR]VIATION
For more information use the AGWATER manual especially the sections labeled "AGWATER BASICS" and

"HANDMOVE SPRINI(IERS " .



AGWATEH@

The AGWATER@ program is an inleractive learning/teaching tool regarding agricultural

irrigation. AGWATEH@ is unique in that it effectively combines two important irrigation

concepts:

1 . lrrigation scheduling

2. Distribution uniformitY

When these concepts are presented graphically and in tabular form, a person can quickly

grasp the broader concept of on-farm irrigation efficiency.

lnformation regarding the soils, crop, irrigation method, and irrigation schedule for an

actual field is put info the program by responding to questions which have been customized

for a wide variety of possible conditions. AGWATEH@ th"n graphically shows the user how

water is supplied and consumed in three 'typical" areas of the field: the spot which receives

(1) the least amount of water, (2) the average amount. and (3) the most.

By using AGWATER@ fo,, approximately 2'3 hours, a farmer can:

1 . Understand the concepts of non-uniformity of irrigation water applicalion.

Z. Learn how to improve the uniformity of irrigation water application on a specific

field of interest.

3. Do many "what-ifs' regarding irrigation scheduling, by being able to easily change

irrigation durations and dates and see the effect on plant stress and deep percolation'

This knowledge generally takes years to obtain in the field.

4. Understand plant water uptake, effective root zone, deep percolation, and irrigation

efficiency concePts.

5. Select an appropriate PG&E power rale schedule to minimize power bills.

An inigatio.n expert, after receiving information at an ITRC Short course, must customize

the library data for local conditions before farmers can use the program with good resulls.

The two libraries contain technical details which the farmers are nol expected to understand.

An example detail is the identification of the percent of soil moisture depletion at which a

particular crop (for a particular soil texture) will begin to suffer a reduction in

transpiration. Another exampte is the need for daily reference crop ET (ETo) for a

"normal" year in the area, with an ability 10 create databases for special climatic years-



AGWATER KEYBOARD USAGE

aCWlff n ana PCgf l,l

<Page Up>
fuori to prcvious window. Currcat window contents are saved-

<Page Dowu>
Movc to ncxt window whcn currcnt window is completc-

€sD
Abandon any window or activity. If abandoning current window, move to
prcvious wiudow and losc current window contents-

<Entcr>
Se*c as <Do'nn Arrow> key--moves highlight bar to next field-

<Tab> and <Shift><Tab>
Samc as <Down Arrow> and <Up Arrow> keys--moves highiight bar to ncxt and

prcvious ficld, rcpcctively.

<-Spaccbao, <+>, <->
Toggle.

<Backspace>
Y/ithin sclected f-reld, rnove biinking cursor back one space and delete previous
charact,er.

<Delere>
Within selected field, delete current character.



APPM{DD( F. EXAMPLE IRRIGATION SCEEDTJLING TORM



1991 IRRIGATION SCHEDULE ALL VALUET ARt IX IXCHES OF WATEF

tHHrcATo a, Tom Gnw er -' DATE: f / - scour: F D

ro% BlanCROP SIAGE:

AWHC:

CUHHENT SOIL
MOISTUHE LB/EK

AMOUNT NEEDED TO HEACH
FIELD CAPACffY:

FORECAST OF CROP WATEH USE

EST]MATED CROP WATEFI USE
OVEH THE NEfi 7 DAYS:

NUMBEH OF DAYS UNTIL SOIL
MOISTUHE IS E(HAUSTED:

Ws1
?5 -30

W
2{- 30

WEATHEH AND IHRIGATION SUMMARY

WEEKLY MINFALL:
WEEKLY IHFIIGATION:

TOTAL MINFALL:
TOTAL IRRIGATION:
INITIAL SOIL. MOISTU RE:

TOTAL WATEH SUPPLIED:

SYSTEM CONFIGUMTION:

o
T A, 71

o
o

./) zt
-Z-r LT2,2f

/o.o g

n4L-4v-r{
--/L

/o. o

NEUTHON PROBE READING S: 3 (OO 7 /qru 7 21?23@m@
NOTES:

EM@
7t'?Z 7S- 3992
SLroo/ <i6o/ 7/

IHRTGAT|ON HOruNE 1 -8(s4234s3r

WATER coNSULlNctNc
po Box 8254. MlssouLA, MT 59807.406-721-O354.



AWHC = Avaitable Water Holdlng Capacity'the amount of water the soilwill hold in the

,ooi =on" 
Ior ptani growth - ="ndi.oili usually hold about 1 inch of water per foot of soil'

clay soils usually h6ld about 2 inchEs per toot. The root zone depth we manage for is

g teet for perennial crops (hay and pasture) and 2feet for annual crops (grain, potatoes,

etc.) crops only use a'very limited amount of water from deeper depths' Note that the

root zone increases for innual crops for about the first two months of grourth and

decreases in the last month.

CUHHENT SOIL MOISTURE LE-VEL-The amount of water currently available in the root

zone for plant growth. Note that root zones-increase-for-annual crops (grains, potatoes,

etc.) or newly-planted perennial crops (hay and pasture). crop yeild begins to be

affected v.7h-en Th-eEb*rSIUre level falls below about 50% of the AWHC'

AMOUNT NEEDED TO HEACH FIELD CAPACTTY - ThC AMOUNT Of WATET tO APPIY tO fitl

up the root zone. Any arnount over this will result in losing water and chemicals below

the root zone. Wait to irrigate until the amount you will apply is less than this amount'

ESTIMATED CROP WATER USE OVEFI THE NEXT 7 DAYS - ThiS iS OUT PTCdiCtiON Of

crop water use for the next week based on weather predictions, crop stage and other

factors.

TOTAL HAINFALL AND IFiRIGATION - Total rain and irrigation since crop grov{th began

this year, usually,April 1 for perennial crops in most areas (slightly earlier in Moeise) and

since emergence for annual or newly planted crops.

TOTAL WATEFI SUPPLTED - This is the total amount of water supplied to the crop frorn

rainfall, irrigation and initial soil moisture at the start of the growing season.

SYSTEM CONFIGUFIATION - This is the position of your system in the field at the time

of our visit and whether it was on or not. Please contact us if anything really unusual

happens (breakdown after oartial irrigation, extremely long or short sets, skipped areas

of the field, etc. ).

NEUTRON PFIOBE FIEADINGS - Six spaces are provided for probe readings starting

from the surface and reading left to right. Depths are in inches at 8, 12, 18,24, 30, 36,

42, 48, and 54 inches.
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TOTAL AVAII-ABLE WATER HOLDING CAPACITY AND CURRENT SOIL

MOISTURE LE\IEL IN INCHES
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TOTAL AVA]LABLE WATERHOLDING CAPACITY A}iD CURRENT SOIL

MOISTURE LEI/EL IN INCHES

X CT]RRENT SOIL MOISTI]RE

7 DAY FORCAST
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APPENIDE G. GLOSSARY OF TERMS

deep pereolation



APPEIYDE H. I,I.ST OF IRRIGATION SCHEDULING PARTICIPAIYTS

Pat Adle.v
Barry Baker
Alicc Bcraer
Kctr & I-awreocc Cornclius
Phil Difani
lv{aryiaDouma
Dan Fmetrcn
Erdc Foust
BiIl llalfinger
Ted l{ein
Jack Horner
Bill Howell
Jerr.v Johnson
Jim Jotuson
Dick Ker
iim & JeffKnuson
BiU & Kay krgent
Art Mangels
Jon Marchi
Walme Maugtrn
Ross Middlemist
Larry MueLler
Jim Nethercon
Warren Perry
Don Petersen
Jerr,v Roseleip
Ron Roush
Ralph Salomon
David Steindorf
Dean Stipe
George Stonehocker
Bud Strum
Dick & Pat Swartz
Phil Sykes
Chuck Vergeront
Ed Wehrheim
Buddy Westphat



APPEhIDIX I. CEECI(BOOK TYPE IRRIGATION SCHEDTJLING FORM.
WRIIE DOWN AN ESTIMATED CROP WATER USE EACH WEEK (SEE SECTTON 2.9)
AND ADD UP FOR EACH WEEK SINCE YOU LAST IRRIGATION. SIIBTRACT ANY
RAINFALL. IRRTGATE WHEN CROP WATER USE I{AS EXCEEDED TIIE AMOTJNT
YOIIR IRRIGATION SYSTEM AI'PT IFS.

WEK CROP \ryATM, T'SE
(ETO IN INCHES}

RAINT'ALL
ffN(:HESI

SOIL MOISTT]RE
DEFICIT/SI}RPLUS

ALFALFA ETO
RANGE TII\T)

MAR(H

APRIL

MAY

JT]NE

JT]LY

AUGUST

I

SEPTEMBE
R



APPEh{Dfr J. EXA]VIPLE IRRIGATION SYSTBI E}'IM'GY AUDIT



PBINC:PALS:
BAFFY L SUTTCN
FIOSS O. MILLERLAND & WATER coNsuLnNGtNc

- 

po Box a2s1 . urssouLA, MoNTANA 5gao7.4o6-72't-0354. FAx:72r-o35s

24-Jr:ne-92

RE: IRRIGATION SYSTEDI EFFICIENCY EVATUATION

Attached are
test for your

PUUPING RATE

the results of your irrigation system efficiency
150Hp system. Results show:

TOTAL DYI{AI',IC HEAD PU}IPING PLANT EFFICIE}ICY
1.9OOgpm 164ft 5rt

An achlevable pumpi-ng plant efflclency for your system j-s 72\.
Each pump should be slzed for peak efficiency when producing
170ft Total. Dlmamic Head at 950gprn. This wj-I1 require 2 60Up
pumps and motors. You can install a slngle 125Hp pump sj-zed for
LTOft head and 1900gpn- 

|

You should convert your pivot system to low-pressure. This wi-I1
requlre redesigning your nozzLe package and pressure control.
Drop tubes wiJ.J. help the application effici-ency especially on
hot, windy days. The 170ft. total dynamlc head above will
produce 2O psJ. for end-gun operation. A booster pump for the
endgun wiIl be necessary.

The estimated annual energy savings, Lf all recommendations are
foIlowed, 1S 18349Kwh/year. Based on eurrent rates, pumping
costs can be reduced by 51034.O0/year (S2.83/acre).

You are estimated to be etigible for up to S4037.00 of cost
share. Glacier Electri-c Cooperative will cost share your
improvements at a 50t rate if there is a measureable reduction in
energy use. Othe::r.rise ( if energy consumption tdoes not decrease ),
they will provi-de a minj-mum guarantee of S2250.00, al-so at a sOt
rate. After the retrofits are eompleted, a post-test wilJ. be
conducted to measure energy reduction. Any modifj-cations to
these recommendations can affect the energy savings and cost
share. If you choose to accept only a portion of the
recommendations please contact me before doi-ng so.

If you wish to apply for the cost share, first contact Roy
Nollkamper at Glaeier Electric Cooperative (873-5566 or
1-8OO-347-6795). Thank you for participating and feel free to
contact us anytime with any questions that develop.

SJ.ncerely,

John Heffernan
|.{ytEccEc}'.oc,y . v.,A:=s SlaHTS . :iFrCii;Cr.j . SCI'-scrEIJCE . Ft-Al.lNlNG . FOF.=SiPY



Narn6 ......:
\ddress........:
:lty, State, ZTP.:
JtJ.J.Ity ...:GLACIER ELECTRIC COOP

Account #. . . . . . : 26L324OO

.<OG-dQsOBAG123 1990 ' 1 PTJT{P TEST A}ID SYSTE}I INSPECTION
Bonnevllle Power Admlnlstratlon

Page 1

Inspectlon #. . . :GEC-2-92
Inspectlon Date: 23-JIJN-92
BPA Area/Dist..:
# Irrtg Acres..: 365
Crop ffpe(s)...:GRAIN

tnspector( s ) . . . : JOHN HEFFERNAN

************************************************************************

,IOTE !-hls form ls lntended to determine whlch conser-rratlon retroflt
- measures are ellgLble under Bonnevllle Power Adminlstratlonrs

, cost share program. It does not provide accurate systen redeslgn
informatlon. Growers retrofittlng systems are responslble for
obtalnlng and uslng system redeslqn{ata from their irrlgatlon
dealers . ,/ \
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_3. MOTOR DATA

1. Make ..:US ELECTRIC'?.. Frame #....: 365TP
-3. Rated iiP...: 75

4. -Rated Volts: 46O
5. Rated Amps.: 88

- 6. RPM.. .... . . : L77O
7. Meter #.... : 8886

Bonnevllle Power Admlnlstratlon
INITIAL PUMP TEST TORM

Page 2A

Inspectlon #. . . :GEC-2-92

L. # of Pumps in System 2 Pump # 1

MAIN BOOSTER SERIES PARALLELX

- D. POWER INPUT DATA

1. Disc Revolutions...
-?. Meter Constant Kh..

3. CTR.
.4. PTR,/Multiplier
5. Time

kW Metered= L15.2

'6. Line voltage
-7. Amperage

8. Power Factor.. (t)..
kW Measured= O.O

C. PIJMP DATA

1. Make ..:JOIINSTON
a Centrlfugal:
b Turblne-Sub:X

2. Model #....: 12 CC
3. Serlal #. .. zTJ229
4. Rated Head.: ft.
5. Rated Flow.: gpm
6. Imp1r Dla-.: in.
7. Intake Dla.: in.
8. Intake Len.: ft.
9. # of Stages:

10.0 10. Shaft Dla..: in.
57.6 11. Aj.rline Len: ft.
1.0 L2. AJ.rline psl: psJ.
L.0 13. Calc Lift.-: O.O ft.

18. O sec

L-2 I-3 3-2 Average
0.o
o.0
0.o

kWe

E. FLOW AND PRESSURE DATA

1. Measurement Device. :COX
- 2. Pipe Inslde Diam...

3. Pipe Material.4. FJ-ow Reading

- 5. Discharge Pressure.

F. PUT"IPING WATER LEVEL

- 1. Pumping Lift
2. Suction Head
3. Gauge in feet

- 4. Water Leve]. F1uct..
5. Misc Frict Losses..

kWe

9.80 in.
STEEL

1900 gpm
67.0 psi

AND FRICTION LOSSES

: 5.0 ft. r
0.0 ft.
0.0 ft. i-n Mercury= psi =
o. o fr.
4.0 ft.

]-64 ft.
19OO gpm
78.6 WHP

L54.4 EHP
139. O BHP
so.g I

G. EXISTING PUMPING PLANT CHARACTERISTICS

1. Total Dynamic Head.:
2. Flow

- 3. Water Horsepower...
4. Input Horsepower...
5. EST BRAKE HP

- 6. Pumping Plant Eff..



GEOE

# of PumPs in SYstern 2

MAIN BOOSTER
':

. MOTOR DATA

1-. Make .. .:US ELECTRIC
Frane #-.. -: 365TP

. Rated HP...: 75
4. 'Rated Volts: 460
'. Rated Amps.: 88
. RPM........: l77O

/. Meter #....: O

POWER INPUT DATA

D1sc Revo1utlons...:
Meter Constant Kh..:

BorurevllLe Power Admlnlstratl.on
INITIAL PUMP TEST FORM
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Inspectlon *. . . :GEC-2'92

Pump # 2

1.
a
b

.,

5.
4.
E

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
L2.
1?

SERIES

C. PI'I.IP DATA

PARALLEL

ft.
gpm
in.
ln.
ft.
ln.
ft.
psi

o. o ft.

Average
o.o
0.o
0.o

psi =

MaKE. .:JOHNSTON
Centrlfugal:
Turblne-Sub: X
Model #....: 12 DC
Serlal #... zTJ228

3.
!

Rated llead.
Rated FIow.
Implr DJ.a..
Intake Dla.
Intake Len.
# of Stages
Shaft Dia..
Alrline Len:
Alrline psl:
Cal-c L1ft.. :PTR/Mu]-tipIier

Time
klJ Metered= 0.0

. Line Voltage
Amperage-. .

8. Power Factor.. (*)..' kW Me,asure,d= 0.0

sec

L-2 1-3 ? -')

in.
gpm
psl

FRICTION LOSSES

lLJ-Lr t

ft.
in Mercury=

ft.
gpm
WHP
EHP
BHP
&

kWe

kWe

i. FLOW AND PRESSURE DATA
i

Measurement Devlce. :COX
:. Plpe Inslde Dlam...:
9. Pipe Materj.al. . . . . . :'',. Flow Reading. . . . . . . :
;. Discharge Pressure. :

E. PUMPING WATER LEVEL AND

Purnping Lift.......:
2. Suction Head.......:
l. Gauge in feet......: O.O ft.
t. Water Level Fluct..: ft.
5. Misc Frlct Losses..: ft.

}. EXISTING PUMPING PLANT CHARACTERISTICS

1. Total Dlmamj.c Head.: O
).. F].ow ..... : O

l. Water Horsepower...: O.O
4. Input Horsepower...: O.O
5. EST BRAKE HP.......: O.O
'). Pumping Plant Eff..: ERF-
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- sET SYSTEM
CENTER PIVOT X

t.

,1 .

-2.
5.
l

t.

5.

- 6.
7.

I.
1.
'2.

J.

I.
/..
'3.
li.

- K.

,1.,)

- 3.

- 3. POTENTIAL TOTAL HEAD

NOTE! A negative number

J-IOTES ON CALCULATIONS oR

Bonnevllle Power Adml-nlstratlon
LOW PRESSI'RE REIROFIT OP?IONS

FOR SET SYSTEMS OR PIVOTS

# Hl.lnes
# Wl.lnes

Page 3

Inspectlon #. . . :GEC-2-92

FIELD ELEVATIONS AI.ID RI,'NOFF ASSESMENT

HJ.ghest Irrlgated FLeld Elevatlon..: 114.0 ft.
Lowest Irrlgated Field Elevatlon...: 60.0 ft.
Is Flow or Pressure Control Recommended? yes

Elevatlon of crltlcal. sprlnkler as tested : 112.0 ft.
- Potentlal crJ.tlcal. spr1.nkJ.er elevatLon... : 112.0 ft.
Does a runoff problem appear to exlst now? yes
After retrofit, will there be a runoff problem? no

REOUIRED PRESSI,JRE AT CRITICAL POINI

Low Pressure SprJ.nkler Recommendation.
Flow or Pressure control loss (2-Spsl)
REQUIRED OPERATING PRESSURE.

LATERAL DATA -- If Appllcable
L1?tL

Nozzle Dl.ameter(s).. . (in)..
Average Pressure. . . . (psi). .
Fl.ow per Sprink1er.. (gpm)..
# of Spr1nklers..
Lateral FJ.ow ... (gpm)..

CRITICAL SPRINKLER PRESSURES

First Sorinkler Pressure.. .
Last Sprlnkler Pressure.
LOWEST/AVERAGE/OTHER PRESSURE .

4. Mainline Pressure Adjustment..
'5 . Elevation AdJ ustme,nt

- 6. ADJUSTED CRITICAL PRESSIJRE

L. POTENTIAL TOTAL HEAD SAVINGS

1. ADJUSTED CRITIGAL PRESSURE.
2. REQUIRED OPERATING PRESSURE.

0.00

0

; 2Q.O psJ.
: 2.O psJ.

22.0 psl

lLatlI #3

0.00 0.00

00
Total FIow =

psi
psi

20.0 psi
0.0 psi
0.0 psi

20.0 psi

PSI
20.0
22.O

-2. O

pressure

FEET
46.2
s0.8

-4.6

#4

0.00

0
0

SAVlNGS

indicates

RUNOFF:

an increase, in is suggested
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MAINLINE RETROFIT OPTIONS
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Inspectlon # . . :GEC-2-92

NOTE! I These procedures are not sufficlent to fuIly analyze systems
wlth paralJ.eJ. plpe or pump netnorks.

}t. IIAINLINE CALCUI.AIION PROCEDURES:

L. CalcuJ.ate the veloclty Ln each malnJ.lne sectlon wlth laterals
posltloned for maxJ'mrlm head condltlons.

:2. Calculata frictlon loss ln each maln].lna sectlon.
3. ResJ.ze (or slze for paraIlel plpelJ.ne) all malnlJ.ne sectlons wlth a

-velocifiir greater than 7 fps to reduce velocltlr to less than 5 fps.
.4. Calcu1ate the ef fect these changes w111 have on total. head
5. Use the PROPOSED flow for the retroflt condltlon to determtne

eJ-tg1billty.

Mal-nLl.ne
Secti-on
Number

Inslde
D1a
1rn)

c*
Value

Tota].
Frlctn
(ft)

Head
Redctn
(ft)

Length
(ft)

Flow
(gpm)

Velocltlr
(fps)

Hfl1oo
(ft)

I. Current
Retrof l-t

L700 r.1.80 r00 1900 5. 57 1.50 25.49
0.0

2. Current
Retrof i.t

3200 9.80 r.00 900 3.83 0.93 29 .68
0.o

3. Current
Retrofit 0.0

4. Current
Retrofit 0.0

5. Current
Retrofit 0.0

6. Current
Retrofit 0.o

7. Current
Retrofit 0.0

8. Current
Retrofit 0.o

9. Current
Retrofit 0.0

L0. Current
Retrofit 0.0

11. POTENTIAL TOTAL HEAD REDUCTION (sum section L thru 10) I O.O*Stee1.: C=1OO*AIum.. : C=LZO Hfl100=1OS4*(gpm-1.852) /(C'1.BSZ*dia-4.8655)*PVC...: C=150*Other.: See hydraulic handbook
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-: rnsPectlon #...:GEC- 2'g2

:. ACTION HEAD SAVINGS

1. InstaJ.J. low pressure sprlrrklers or nozzles - -4.6 ft.
i. RetrofJ.t hlgh-energy-loss pJ.pe and flttJ.ngs

b. FJ.ttJ.ngs Loss Savlng (show work)- 0.0 ft.
r c. PartJ.aJ-J.y Closed Valve Savlngs - 0.0 ft.

.- d. tOTAt (a+b+c) - O.O ft.
q. -SYSTEI{ TOTAT IIEAD SAVINGS (1+2d) - -4.6 ft.

O. PUMPING PLANTS INFORMATION

!;x1stJ-ng
.?ump # TDH GPM wHP EHP BHP EFF
, 1 163.8 1900.0 78.6 154.4 139.0 50.9

2 0. o o. o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4 0.0 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.o o.o
5
6

qorAL 164.0 1900. O 78.6 154.4 139.0

?. Proposed ESTIMATED
rump # TDH GPM WHP EHP BHP EFF

- 1 169. O 950.0 40. 5 56.3 50.7 72.O
2 169 . O gso. O 40. 5 56.3 50.7 72.O
3 0.0 0.0 0.0
4 0.0 0.0 0.0
5
6

-rorAr 168.6 L900.0 81.1 t]-2.6 101.4

- ?.r SYSTEM INFORMATTON \ _

1. Total- P1ant Efficiency (existing)=(WHPe/EHPe)*fOO = 50.9 t
_2. Total- PJ-ant Efficiency (proposed)=(WHPp,zEHPp)*tOO = 72.O I

3. Operating Hours per Year (based on kWh usage)
(Avg kWh/yr)*(Meter Portion)/kWe = 5BB Hrs,/yr

-{. Average Acre Inch per year (based on kWh usage)
(cPM)*(Op Hrs/Yr)/(452.6 * Acres ).= 6.77 Acre inch
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POTENTIAL ENERGY

]. HISIORICET KWh USAGE AND RATE DATA

Power Admlnlstratlon
SAVINGS

Page 6

Inspectlon #. . . . : GEC-2-92

1. Annual Metered kWh usage
I N/A Year kwh

a. 1991 60337
b. 1990 83033
c. 1989 59974

. d. * 1988 24320
e. * :.987 22530
l. Average 67780 kWh/Yr

R. PUMPING PLANT COMPARISONS
a.

,1. Tota1 Head ( 01 and 02 )
?. Flow (O1 and 02)
3. Punplng Plant EfficiencY
A. Input KJ.J-owatts
5. Input HorsePower (O1 and 02)
6. ESTIMATED BRAKE HORSEPOWER

2. Rate Data

a. HP Charge/month. . . . :
b. kHh/hp @ no Charge.:
c. Flxed Cost/kwh.. . . . :
d. HP Charge,/yr. . . . . . . :
e. Total Narneplats HP. :
f . Average cost/kWh. . . :

dollars

4.82 cents
5.0O dollars
150 hp/meter

5.93 cents

INITIAL b.
164 FTe

19OO GPMe
50.9 *e

115.2 kWe
L54.4 HPe
139.0 BHPe

PROPOSED
169

1900
72.O
84.0

LLz.6
101.4

FTp
GPMp
tp
kwp
HPp
BHPp

S.

,1 .

ENERGY SAVINGS, ENERGY CAP AND MINIMUM GUARANTEE

Estimated kWh Saved Annually and Estimated Energry Cap:

ESTIMATED Eli.gible
Measure Cost Share? Energy
kWh Savlngs (Y/N) Cap

s0
a.

b.

Low Pressure Savings
(Nl/Rla)*Avg kWh/Yr =
Mainllne Savings
( N2alR1a ) *Avg kWh,/Yr=
Fittings Savings
(N2blR1a)*Avg kWh/Yr=
Flow Savings
( FIow di.f f ) *kWh,/GPMe=
Efficiency Savings
( Ef: dif f ) *kwh,/EFFp =

TOTAL POTENTIAL KWh
SAVED AND ENERGY CAP

Yes

No

so

No SO

Yes 54,037
------t-
s4,037

s0
c.

a

d.
o

o

18349

18349

*(
*(

2 MINIMUI'! GUARANTEE = $15
= s1s

Installed Nameplate HP
i-50 2250 dol].ars

)=
)=

NOTE: Due to weather conditions, crop requirements, water Ievels, usage
patterns, etc., the above estimates may vary from year to year,

THIS SYSTEM IS ELIGIBLE TOR THE MEASURES MARKED ABOVE



CENTRIFIC REVISION 3.O

SERIES:W, Y, R, H

PERFORI'TANCES SHOWN ARE APPROXIMATE WATER PERFORMANCES

CHECK CATALOG FOR FINAL SELECTION

: -rrrrrrl-llt-rrrlrrllrltrrr:rrlrrrr-t=t--==r-z :

: DESIGN POINT 950 GPM 170.00 Ft e 1775 RPM :
: -rrr-rrrrr-:llrl.lr-lrtr-r-rrllrl-rllrrrrrr:r :

NOMINAL TRIM i
: ITEM MODEL TRIM *eff HP ANGLE :
: r--rrt-rr-rrrt-==r--:ll-:r-El=t--====-ttt!rllr

: 1 4HH 13.53 81 50 O.0
: -------
; 2 sRB L2.99 78 52 O.O

3 5H 13.11 78 52 0.0

4 4HS L4.24 75 54 0.0

5 6H 13.15 69 s9 0.0

6 6RB 13.03 56 73 0.O

7 8H 13.01 49 83 0.0

8 10RB 13.50 29 141 6.5
==============================================

EFFICIENT BY DESIGN

CORNELL PUMP COMPA}ry 2323 S.E. Harvester Dr. Portland, Oregon 97222
Phone 503/653-0330 FAx 503/653-0338 Twx 9LA/453-8377 CoRNELL pTL



CENTRIFIC REVISION 3.0

SERIES:I{, Y, R, H

PERFORMANCES SHOUIN ARE APPROXIMATE WATER PERFORT'IANCES

CHECK CATALOG FOR FINAL SELECTION

rtlr-r-rr-Il--l-t=tt--rlrrrr-!!-r---t--t"t-rr: 
-

CORNELL PUMP COl"lPAI.rY
Phone 503/653-0330

DESTGN pOrNT 19OO GPM 170.00 Ft e 1775 RPM
!trtt-rl-rrrt-rlt--ral--!lrtllrr-r-rrtr-rltlll

NOMINAL TRIM
ITEI'I MODEL TRIM *Eff HP AI{GLE

tt=--==--3atr:--==g=-==llllla--lt=-=-l-rltlttt

1 6H 14.18 87 94 0.0

z 2 6HH L3.67 85 96 O.O

: 3 sHH L4.O7 83 98 0.0

: 4 6RB 13.46 82 100 O.O
: -------
: 5 8H 13.30 76 IOg O. O

: ====ata-==-===-==-==-=========s=t===t-========

EFFICIENT BY DESIGN

2323 S.E. Ha::zester Dr. Portland, Oregon 97222
FAX 503/653-0338 TWX 9LO/453-8377 CORNELL prl,
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